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SITUATION JAP CLARK

GUILTY

OF

SECOND DEGREE

TO OE BRILLIANT EVENT

SERIOUS
Call Jury Acquitted McKean But
Held Cowboy Responsiand Innocent Victims

Mobs Gather

Escorted to Capital From El Paso in
Private Car by Leading Republicans
of

TerritoryA.

B. Fall in

are Nearly

ble For Chase

Killed.

Killing.

Party-Fam- ous

Mexican Band of Chihuahua to
Santa Fe.

at Slightest

CITIZENS MAYASK

VALLES
FOR

GOVERNOR

CASE IS
NOW. BEING TRIED

AID

CHAIRMAN BURSUM WILL HEAD BIG SOCORRO DELEGATION
Unless Police Speedily Check Man. Whom Prosecution Believes
Is Assassin of J. Francisco ChavKage of Terrible Crime Hughes
es. Is Before Jury at
Will be Requested to Take
Estancla Much InSituation Under the
terest Manifested.
State's Control.

Enthusiastic Delegations Along the Line Anxious to Form
te
Car at Starting Point May be Part of Long
Party-Priva-

to
Train by Time Capital City Is Reached-Albuquerq- ue
Attend With Delegation and American Lumber Company
Band.
(Se- - that the affair has no political sig
nificance and that they only aesire
to see the new governor enter upon
reception
ever given a governor of New Mex- his duties with a proper
at the hands of the republican party
ico.
Mexico.
Hon. A. B. Fall, of this city, who of New
Those familiar with political conIt is reported, has been offered an
however, are
important position under the new ditions IntoNew Mexico,
attach more Importance
governor, and Hon. H. O. Bursum, Inclined
to
affair.
the
chairman of the republican central
committee of New Mexico, met here
this morning and decided to see that
the inauguration took place In a
ALBUQUERQUEDELEGATiON
manner befitting the occasion.
Mexican Hand to Attend.
The Santa Fe Railway company
As a result a party of friends of will make a rate of one half fare for
the new executive have secured the the trip to Santa Fe to the Inaugurafamous Mexican band of this city tion on Thursday of this week.
and the private car Ahumada, and
The local committee appointedcom-to
the new governor will be escorted
with the territorial
proper
from this city to Santa Fe In
mittee in arranging the Inauguration,
style.
will secure Pullman accommodations
In the party will be the new gov- for those desiring them.
ernor, George Curry, Attorney A. B.
In order that this may be done,
Fall, Mr. Bursum, Mr. Martinez and It will be necessary to know how
a number of well known republicans. many Intend going to Santa Fa and
'
The party will leave here Tuesday all names should be left at The
evening and will arrive in Santa Fe Citizen office or with any member of
as published
the day following.
the local committee
The big Mexican band of fifty elsewhere In this Issue.
Ijcave Wednesday Evening.
pieces will remain In Santa Fe for
It is planned to have the Pullman
the festivities and will probably play
night,
attached to passenger train nunuber
for the big ball on Thursday
'
This band has traveled all over the 8, which leaves Albuquerque ai r.iv
evening.
These
I'nited States and Is one of the most p. m. Wednesday
Pullmans wtll toe detatched from
famous .bands in this country.
8 at lmy and
number
train
Many Desire to Attend.
go from there over the Lamj
From the multitude of telegrams will
branch to Santa Fe. By such an ar
received by Attorney Fall and Mr. rangement,
occupying thea
Bursum it appears that people all cars can retirethose
the night a a will
along the line of the Hock Island not be disturbedfor until eight o'clock
over which the Curry party will the next morning.
travel, are desirous of attending the
The Pullmans will be attached to
inauguration and the private
car. either
passenger train number sev.n
which leaves here, will probably be or nine for the return trip 1 hurt-da- y
only a part of a big train of Curry
night.
admirers when it reaches Santa Fe
May Remain for Bull.
The new governor Is known to
Those
desire to remain for the
nearly all the people In southeastern ball and who
can return at
reception,
Is their leisure by regular
New Mexico and his popularity
t'aitii on the
general.
following day.
only
difficulty
far,
has
The
thus
The committee today, founl that
been in securing adequate transpor If Pullman cars were secured they
tation facilities for those who desire would have to ne ordered from El
to Join the party at various points Paso so it Is is.'cssar;; that all those
along the road, but It Is probable desiring berths 111 those car, should
that this can be arranged.
notify the committee at once. The
Want to Hear governor.
American Lumber company s band
en
route.
points
At a number of
will probably remili at Santa Vj unrequests have been made that the til the following
day to piay f tr the
train stop for ten or fifteen minutes reception and ball, In the Palaco homake tel.
and that the new governor
short talks. As the governor is anxAndrews Club Will Meet Tonhrlit.
ious to reach Santa Fe as soon as
A meeting of the W. H. Andrews'
possslhle and assume the duties of rEI)llill Ion n flllh
ha ViaM th'.B
his office, it Is probable that these evening at 7.iU o'clock in the hall
stops will not be made at this time. on the second floor of the Zleger
Several New Mexicans In this city building, corner of Second street and
declare that the personnel of this Railroad avenue.
party, while denying any political
It is desired that as many of the
significance, Is the most Important officers of the club attend ai possible
event in New Mexico politics and will and all the members whj can come
have more bearing on future devel- should be on hand. Th3 club deIn
recent sires that all those wh are tfoing 10
opments than anything
years.
Santa Fe and want Pullman accommodations, will either attend
Political Significance.
the
meeting of the club this evening or
It is understood that the political
disIn
will
so
nebe
names
In
Mexico
New
send
their
situation
that the
cussed en route although H. O. Bur- cessary cars can be ordered from El
sum and A. B. Fall state positively Paso.
EI Pnso, Texas, August

6.

rial) Governor George Curry's Inauguration will be the most brilliant

44s-seng-

j

BIG

BLAZE

WILL

CAUSES
SMALL

A

PANIC

5. Fire In a
si
New York,
paint shop this afternoon seriously
threatened the 11111 and express
building and the Western Union
building, toon after the lire started
the Western Union ordered all it
employes upon, tile upper lloora to defend to the lower floors.
y
The tire started In a
DUilding occupied by the F. C. Pierce
Paint company, and spread through
the building.
The offices of the Associated Pitt
are upon the same tloor as the headquarters of Superintendent
Muiforl
In the Western Union building.
There was an explosion of materials In the paint shop which gave
the fire great headway and added lo
the alarm.
There was great excitement In In,
upper floors of the Western Union
building where mole than 1,000 parsons are employed, many of then;
ynung women but ail lull the buud-,h- g
in Mil orderly manner.
Tile firemen. In order to light Ihi
fames, were obliged to destroy six
large Western Union cables.
At 1 o'clock the employes in sever. il large office and business buildings contiguous to the tire were
and hundreds of hatless gU'U
Upon
the s.dewaika,
congregated
many of them hysterical.
The fire was brought under control
at 2:25. though the flames are sthl
burning fiercely upon the lower Qoor
of the building.
---
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FORESTS

MONTANA HELLO GIRLS

York, August

5.

Charles

PASSENGERS

'v.

;

MANY COUNTIES WILL
COMMISSIONER NE1LL
LINEMEN UNABLE TO
RATA
PRO
RECEIVE
ACTS AS MEDIATOR
MAKE COMPROMISE

it..V.

Washington, August 6. The forestry bureau has advised Delegate W.
H. Andrews that the receipts of the
national forests in the territory of
New Mexico for the fiscal year 190
among
are 9 6, 1U4.58.
distributed
the forests as follows:
Big Burros
I 5,053,2
6Stf.ll)
Uallinas
37,845.77
Ulla
60. L0
Guadalupe

Helena, Mont.,' August 6. At a
meeting last night of the executive
committee of the Montana Federation of Labor It was decided to call
out not only the girls employed by
the Hell Telephone company In cities
where they are organized but also
those in towns where they are not
organised, in support of the linemen's
strike.
s,
"This strike," (Wild President
of the federation! "Is a defensive one. We have tried to compromise with the company but without avail."
Butte's phone service has been en
tlrely suspended for a month.
Girl Will Win Strike,
The strike of the telephone girls
In Hutte a month ago and their successful effort to prevent their places
being filled has strengthened the belief that the hello girls will win the
strike for the linemen, who demanded a shorter working day.
The girls have been orderly but by
moral suaoion in Hutte they have
succeeded in keeping every girl out
of the offices of the Bell company
and only attempts have been made
by officials of the company to handle
toll business, which will be entirely
cut out by the extension of the strike
over the state.
Girls all over the state have signified their willingness to aid the striking linemen, regardless of affiliation
with the phone girls' union, which
outside
the
has no organization
larger cities.
Fair-grieve-

HAYWOOD

GREETED

'

28,341.03

JemeZ

Lincoln
Las Animas
Magadalena
Manzano
Mount Taylor
Pecos Klver
Pelonctllo .

Portales

San Mateo
Taos
Total

7, 253. 65

2,51o,.0

2.638.4(1

130.65
2,749.63
1.32S.45
74.80
6, 450.04
1,122.00
$98,140.58

per cent of this amount or
19.614.06 Is the approximate contri
bution of the forests to the schools
and roads for the year Just closed.
are Located.
Where
These forests are located In the
following counties:
Big Uurro, in Lincoln county; Gila
in Grant, Socorro and Sierra coun
ties; Guadalupe, In Kddy, Chaves and
Otero counties; Las Animas in Colfax
county; Magdalena in Socorro coun
ty; Manzano in Valencia, Torrance
and Bernalillo counties; Mt. Taylor
In McKInley and Valencia counties,
Pecos Kiver In Santa Fe, San Miguel,
Klo Arriba and Taos counties; Taos
in Taos and Colfax counties.
Some of the counties named contribute but a small portion of the
forests, hence the division of Jiio
amount of receipts from the forests
will be made in proportion to the
amount of land In each county which
belongs to the forests.
(Ten

BY

BURIED

CITY AT

ROCKWALL, TEXAS

M.

Addressed Great Throng In
Albany Hotel Sunday

Dalla.i, Tex., August 5. J. E. Hess,
who returned yesterday from ltock-wa- ll
county, thirty miles northeast of
Dallas, brought a sample of a rock
wall from which the little county got
its name. Hess says that men are
excavating in the hope of making discoveries that may prove of historical
Importance.
It is believed that the ruins of a
buried city will be found. The wall
Is built of native standstone and Is
known to be forty feet In height.
Mrs. M. L. Lameream, of the Texas Anthropological and Archaeological siM'lety, says the wall is older than
similar discoveries In Egypt.

Night.

'

1

k

AND

Without Regard to Union $9,614.06 to Be Divided as Railroad Claims It Is Handling
Business Despite Strike
Result of Reserve EarnMembership They Will
of Five Hundred
ing Capacity in
Quit Work
Trainmen.
1907.
Today.

such an advance is to be made, is
,'iitirely unwarranted and absolutely unfounded.
Cham1wrtnln. uhn
Denver, Co'lo., August 5. William
represents a competitor of this com D. llaywooa arriveu in Denver at
pany, 18 challenged to reveal tne
10:45 last night, one year, five months
sourc e of his misinformation,"
and eighteen daya after being taken
to Boise to face a charge of conspiracy ta murder Former Governor
SAYS LEWD PICTURES
Steunenberg.
He was greeted at the station by a
crowd, which shouted itself hoarse,
CAUSE VIOLENCE ami was escorted to the Albany hole)
w here he shook hands with hundreds
of union men, and made a brief CURRY WILL ADVISE
Lincoln, Neb., August C Sugges- speech from a carriage lo a crowd
alxiut five hundred. He said that
tive pictures 011 the walls of soulh-- 1 of
FUTURE APPOINTMENTS
111
Kiloonit arc the main causes of unionism is wtronger today than ever
before.
n
south-ofearful assaults made on the
Haywood was accompanied by his
women by negroes, according to
Mrs. Nannie Curtis of Texas, who in Invalid wife arid by Attorney John
nn udnresM today before the Upworth Murphy, who is dying of tuberculosi". '
Washington. I. C, August
a.
said;
Haywood spent today at his office,
Tile
(SMH'ial)
interior de"Saloons have robbed us white attempting to straighten out affairs
partment through an ofllcial towomen of our loved ones, of our but the number of visitors) has been
day states that Governor Curhomes, and now they have robbed US so great that he was able to accomry's advice will be taken regardof our clothes and hate hung us on plish nothing.
ing all future appointments and
tlu walls of the saloons to Inflame
In New Mexico. While
removals
This morning he saw that Mrs
the
passions
df
drunken
black Haywood and his principal attorney.
here last week, Governor Curry
hi ut,s."
departcalled at the interior
John Murphy, were properly cared
ment, and this decision Is the
fir, paying particular attention to
.
that
result
of
conference
I'oMiiiiisK-rand
AMintHl
the latter who went from here t
Oyster Hay. August 5 1'resllent Hoise against the advice of physi- - '
the department's confidence in
bis integrity and good Judgtoday appointed
Kdward tians. who stale that his ilfe has bs:n
ment.
Kedmond
postmaster
at Sunris), considerably shortened by his anxiety
Wyoming.
for his friend.
Hoo-seve-

BOTH

FREIGHT

STRIKERS

PRICE ON OIL NOW
New

CONTRIBUTE G!. & S. MOVING

TO ROADS AND

WILL ALL JOIN

ADVANCE

Pratt, secretary of the Standard oil
company, said today that the company has no Intention of advancing
the price of oil. Pratt said:
"The
statement
attributed to
Chamberlain of the National Petroleum association of Cleveland, that

The fact
to
lynch two men, one of whom had
committed no crime whatever, anu
was prevented only by the prompt
auttdn of the no Ice. aililed ; tne ter
lousnesti of the situation In this city
by
caused
the recent remarkable
series of crimes in wnioti women anu
glrU are the victims.
The mob's attack revealed a pub
approaching frenzy,
lie. exasperation
which may easily lead to serious dis
Thousands of plain clothes
orders.
scatiereu
have Deen
uolicemen
in
ihroniFhout the cltv. particularly
scene of
the
quartet's,
congested
the
most of the assaults.
The Central Federation union yesterday appointed a committee to call
011 the mayor with a demand that lie
take action that will slop the at,'.
tacks qii children.
t., m,
May Cull on Governor.
If the city authorities do not quickly stop the crimes an appeal may
be made to Governor Hughes.
Dale last night in the suburb o(
Richmond
Hill, ucnhle Smith," 5i
vivi "tw attacked oy two men.
Her screams brought assistance and
one 01 her assailants was captured.
Innocent Victim.
Louis SPllvenella, twenty-on- e
years
of a 3, was a victim of the blind fury
of rioters last night and will prob- aiuiy die of nis injuries. He was In
nocent, but fell before a crowd de
lermlned to have revenge on some
one.
me dangerous temper or t..e
people, who have been aroused by the
revert of attacks on women and
girls', was exhibited in repeated instances. A cry that a stranger hud
approawhed a child with familiarity
was enough to start a mob.
Sadie Manvburger, aged eight years,
playing It Cbe hallway of her tenestreet
ment house' Ui Kaat Ninety-fift- h
last evening, cried out that a niau
had seized her. The child's father
seized George Keshner,
a Russian
bookbinder, iiy the throat. The ex
citement attracted 500 men and wo
men, who fought with each other to
get a vhaivce at the Russian. Thirty
policemen rescued Keshner, bleeding
from a score of wounds, and when
all his clothing had been torn from
him. Sadie's sister corroborated the
story of attack, but the father says
he saw his daughter in the grasp of
the Russian.
PalmlHt Attuckcd.
About the same time Hylo SaloJa,
an India palmist, nearly lost his scalp
In Twenty-fourt- h
street. He was accused of havlng offered pennies to a
girl twelve years of age. The father wanted to know why, and Saloda
showed tight. He slashed about him
with a penknife and then knocked
down two policemen. A crowd of per
haps a thousand persons attempted
to reach Saloda, but reserves beat
them back.
One Held.
Thomas Louis, Ueorge and James
Kspostti, arrested under
the belief
that they could throw some light on
the murder of little Katy Tltschler,
whose mutilated body was found in a
cellar on First avenue, were luler
all but Douis discharged.
Douis at
first denied he had been in the cellar where the child's body was uls
covered, but when confronted with
the evidence of the others who had
seen him emerge from the cellar, ne
admitted that he had been cutting
wood there the day that Katy disappeared.
Italian ArrcMcil for Assault.
An Italian, giving his name as Marias Sallo, was arrested and held on
the charge oX an attempted assault
on Anna Rodgers, a young girl living lit Brooklyn. The girl says that
us she was walking down the street
Sallo seized her by the arm and tried
to drag her Into a vacant lot. The
girl's acruuma brought a crowd, who
attacked ijallo and were only prevent,
eil from seriously injuring him by a
policeman who drove them back at
the point of his revolver.
Racial DisniitO.
The fighting element among the
whites and 'blacks In the vicinity of
One Hundred and Thirty-sixt- h
street
and fifth avenue lined up according to their racial prejudices again
Sunday, this time to settle a baseball dispute, and when the argument
was elided
persons required
fifty
medical treatment, and of that number two will die. Probably 6.U00 persons took part in the tight, but the
policemen who dispersed the mob after every one was fought out got
only nine prisoners, and of these two
were women.
John MeCue, truck
driver, thirty-tw- o
years of age, and
Matthew Murtha,
aged thirty-liv- e
years, an Ice peddler, received fractured skulls and were removed to a
hospital in dying conditions.
A dozen or more att.i. ks on children recently have struck terror lnt
the hearts of mothers all over me
city, and scores of cases of suppos. .1
attempts to assault h ive been reported to the police wlii h have no foundation in fact. Tli-i- e
have been
enough actual cases of assault
t
children to cause the police as wv.i
as parents much worry. Kveiy effort has been made by the police to
capture the murders, but very little progress has been made.
Now York.

August

5.

that vesterdav a moo attempted

iidtrtfttiiit

Denver, Colo., August E, Desollee
the strike of five hundred switchmen, brakemen and llagmen, passenger trains are running today as
usual on all the divisions of the ColoThe
rado and .Southern railroad.
last
fast freight from Texas arrived today-twnight practically on time, and
freight trains were run lo
Greeley, Colo.
In a statement published today, in
answer to the claims made by Grand
Master P. H. Morrissey, Vice President A. D. Parker, o the Colorado
that the
and Southern, contends
Trainman
Brotherhood of Railway
agreeunent
with the
its
violated
has
Colorado and Southern, and further
says that the statement of the strikers, that arbitration was suggested
by them before the strike is untrue.
Washington,
D. C, August 5.
Commissioner Neill, of the bureau of
commerce and labor, acting for himself and Cjiairman Knapp, of the interstate commerce commission, they
having been requested uy the officials
of. the Colorado and Southern to
between the
serve as mediators
company and 1U striking employes,
today telegraphed to Denver for all
ttie facta concerning the dispute beUntil
tween the officials and .men.
Information arrives, Neill is not cerwlU
be taken.
tain what action
L'nder the law the commissioner
of labor and chairman of the interstate commerce commission are compelled to give their services to the
settlement of a railroad strike when
requested by either of the patties lo
the dispute.
Denver, Colo., August 5. At noon
Saturday W. T. Newman, third vicl
grand master of the Brotherhood of
Hallway Trainmen, issued a strike
order calling out all the members of
that organization who are employed on the Colorado and Southern
railroad. This step was taken In the
effort to enforce the demand for an
advance of 20 cents a day which is
being made by the switchmen in tbc
local yards,
Colorado and Southern
and about 300 switchmen, flagmen
an
In
freight
both
and brakemen.
passenger service, with a few inductors belonging to the trainmen's
organization, walked out on ftll parts
of the system, from Orrln Junction,
Wyo., to Texline, Texas, as soon as
they had brought their trains into
the terminals.
ApK ul to Imbor Commissioner.
Claiming that a strike order wa
about to be issued in violation of the
agreement signed at the Chicago conference ,ln which It was speclllej
that 30 days notice must be given
before a strike was called, Vice President A. D. Parker, of the Colorado
and Soutliern, sent telegrams Saturday morning to Labor Commissioner Charles I. Neill, and to Marti
A. Knapp, chairman of the Interstate
requesting
commerce
them to take such steps as might be
necessary to prevent a violation of
He set forth In
the contract.
telegram the fact that his offer 10
submit to arbitration had been refused by the trainmen, ami in order to
make certain that President K'M-vel- t
would see the messagu. It was
given to the Associated Press.
Grand .Master P. H. Morrlssey, of
the Brotherhood of Hallway Trainmen, denies that the strike order is
In violation of the Chicago cTer-encand maintains that the settlement of yard grievances was referred
to
the individual roads by coi
back
mon consent of all the parties to
that meeting, lie Incorporated these
teelegrarn
statements in a lengthy
which he sent to Cominlssiojien
Neill and Knapp last night.
Clerks from the Colorado and
Southern headquarters are being used
to reiplace the passenger trainmen
who struck, and passenger trains are
being moved as usual.
o

7

e,

"

Estancla, N. M., August 5. (Special.) After 'being
out thirty-si- x
hours, the Jury In the Jap Clark cat
today brought In a verdict acquitting
Mckean and finding Clark guilty of
second degree murder.
The men
were charged with the killing of
years
two
ajro
at TorJames Chase
rance in this county.
Clark's attorneys state that unless they ara
granted a new trial, which Is unlikely, they will appeal to the supremo
court, giving bond for their client ta
the meantime.
McKean was
immediately after the Jury
handed in lis verdict and Is now free.
The court room, which has not
been filled at any stage of the trial,
despite the sensational features of
the case, was jammed this morning When it became evident that a
verdict would be returned, and there
comwas considerable
ment when the verdict was read,
Tit

KlUlng.

-r

Jap Clark, a cowboy, was charged
with the killing ot jarqes Chas

deputy Shej-;--- ,
rfc
M 0Ml
eraole conflicting testimony on bota""
sides of the case, which occupied ev- eral days otf the court's time last
week, the Jury retiring Saturday.
Clark admitted that he shot Chase
but said he did the shooting in self
defense. lie said that Chasa dre.
his
whirled round anal .
began shooting toward him. Clark
was wounded in the leg but did not.
fall. After he and Chase had ceasa
tiring at. each other, ha says Cbevan
walked around the corner nearby an 4
passed a house, falling a abort
from there.
Says McKeaii Killed Chase.
Julia Garvin testified that she saW
McKean, who had Joined Clark farther up the street, at another hou.X.
shoot Chase, who fell to tha ground,
this shooting taking place after the
Clark affray.
she also said that 'Wilson McFar-lan- d
ran up at thla juncture la
Chase's body, but turned and ibegaa
shooting toward his (McKarland'a)
horse. Ill fact about everybody who
had a gun handy Joined in the shooting that day.
After Chase fell, he was rolled on
to a blanket and carried to' a nearby
house w here he died. He was shot
through the abdomen and through
the hips.
Clark and McKean got Into their
buggy, Olark driving while McKean
fired at a man who had discovered
their Identity and was sending soi.e
Winchester bullets too close to them.
Chase's bullet riddled clothing was
produced
on
the stand, showing
where the bullets had entered and
left his body. His body had also been
exhumed, found in good state of
preservation, and examined by deputy sheriffs and physicians cn'y a few
days before the trial.
VallcM Case
xt.
The Valles case Is now on trial,
the work of securing a Jury having
begun today.
Domingo Valles is charged with the
murder of J. Francisco Chaves at
Pagosa Springs. It is charged
Valles shot Col. Chaves while that
tne
latter was eating dinner at a friend's
home, the bullet striking him as he
was in the act of raising a dish from
the table. He rose from his chair,
placed the dish on a tahle and walked toward a window through which
the shot had como. falling dead after taking one step.
t
The darkness and the fact that &
fliK-of sheep passed along durins
Uift Interval before a search for the
assassin was begun, obliterating the
trail, enabled the slayer to escape at
that time, but the territory believes
It has a strong case aealnst Vallej.
and a large audience Is present at this
trial. As there is no adequate jail
here, Valles has been walking about
the town while awaiting the begin
ning 01 nis trial, a deputy sheriff
keeping him constant company. Ha
is under the closest kind of a guard,
but declares that he will prove tiu
Innocence.
eUa-tan- ce

TURKISH TROOPS
KILL CHRISTIANS
IVisla. August 6. Incir-sinn- s
of Turkish troops across the
northwest frontier of Persia
hive
attain broken nut.
Near I'rumiah,
Mr thousand Turkish troops crossed
the frontier and destroyed the
ie
of Mavanoh. Seventy-eigper
sons. Including sixty
women and
mostly Christians,
children,
were
Kllleil.
Is
it
probable
considered
that
;reat Itrit.iin and Russia will be
C'Kccl to bring pressure to bear on
key W illi a view to stopping these
''
T' renin.

vil-laf-

ht

.1

S.

ih.mtim; (ini'i.Mv

1HKS IX VUU.IN'IA.
Mount Vernon. Iowa. Augujr S.
John H. I.ozier, known as the "light- nig cnapialn,
died here today,
it. lie was popular ai an orator
and was the author of several w ur

unl

song-i- .
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JUST RECEIVED
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A large assortment of In
grains and Brussels Rugs
and Carpets and a full
line of Linoleum-Every-thi- ng
to furnish the house
WE CAN'T AND WILL NOT
DERSOLD.

FUTRELLE

CASH

FURNITURE

BE

UN-

OR PAYMENT

CO.

West End Viaduct

coooocoooooo-k- j
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fence the right of way between those
points.
Workmen have already been put
nn the J. li, which will be quite a big
one. as the distance between the two
points Is 3S miles.
Cattle are killed along the Santa
Fe between Kincnn and Engle daily
and almost every tnssonger train that
arrives In this city over that road
Wars evidence on lis pilot of Its having struck a bovine. The fence now
under construction will put an end
to this.
Work on the western addition of
the shop will be started within a
short time, according to a communication received by Master Mechanic
An addition will
Harlow Saturday.
also be made to the storehouse, moio
doubling
than
its capacity. The gijop
when the addition Is completed will
afford room for ten more engines,
making room for 3!i In the whole
building. The addition will extend
about 120 feet west of the present
wall to South Second street.
It. A. Tlcp, superintendent of the
Oklahoma division with offices at
Oklahoma City, left last night for
Wisconsin, where he will spend his
vacation. Mrs. Tlce and three children left this morning for a trip to

HARD

CENTRAL
Man Harrlman Deposed Will
Unfold Story to Stock-

'vValter Morris,
Harry Asplruwall,
Wm. Bailey and H. E. Herby, clerks
In the local otllces, left last night for
a vacation trip In the east. Mr. Herby goes as far as Newton, Kan., the
others continuing on to Detroit.

New York, August

The net Income from operation In
the last fiscal year was f 32,15J,4'b.
or 3
millions greater than for the
preceding year.
The statement of earnings made
public today was disappointing in
Wall street because It showed that
expenses
the Increase in operating
and rentals in June amounted to almost as muoh as the gain In gross
earnings.
The gross earnings In
June were ll.12S.600 larger than a
year ago and the net Income showed
a gain of only $71,400, after operat
ing expenses and rentals were paid
for.
But. notwithstanding the unfavorable showing for June, the net Income
for the twelve months, after paying
the preferred dividend, were equal to
about 16 per cent on the common
stock of the company. The dividend
paid Is 6 per cent.
Few railroads have made a greater
growth In earnings during these recent years of prosperity than the At
chison, Topeka & fcanta Fe. Its gross
earnings have Increased from less LOST SPANISH BULLION
than 31 millions ten years ago, to 93
millions last year. The company was
unable to pay dividends on either
OFFICIALS ON TRAIL
class of stock ten years ago. Now
It Is earning more than twice as
much as is necessary to pay 6 per
Denver, Colo., August 5. Trial of
cent on Its common stock.
the famous Lost Bullion Spanish
Mine comiwiny began in the federal
SANTA l'E NI'EXIMXU
Saturday
afternoon.
district court
SUO.UOO AT TRINIDAD
Trinidad, Colo., August 6. Some The session was occupied with the
$38,U00 of the $60,000 appropriated
of a Jury. By agreement the
to Trinidad by the board of directors taking of testimony was deferred unof the Santa Fe railroad at their laJt til today.
meeting will be spent In Trinidad
have
Two separate
Indictments
been returned against C. L. Black-mawithin the next few months.
fiscal agent .and ten other deThis was announced yesterday afternoon by J. M. Kurn, division su- fendants In the case. One Is for usNewly, division ing the malls In furtherance of the
Mr.
perintendent;
engineer; Fr.ink Sumners, trainmas- scheme to defraud and the other U
ter, and D. L'ogue, roadmaster, who for conspiracy to defraud by the use
were In Trinidad looking over the of the mails.
The Lost Bullion Spanish "mine"
situation.
Work will be begun In a few Is located eight miles from Silver
ll
weeks on a new
brick round City, N. M. A cleverly worded pros
house, which will be one of the most pectus gave the impression mat the
complete on the Santa Fe system; mine had been worked by the early
a new coal chute Is to be built, that Spanish conquerers of Mexico, and it
was
will be operated by an endless belt was stated that Its
and buckets, instead of a cable, and due to a Yaqul Indian. This Indian's
It will be located east of the present name is Herbert Rowlee. a ranchman
of Silver City, who has no trace of
chutes.
The freight depot will be rebuilt Indian blood. He is now In Denvei
will be one of the government's
and
very
best of brick will be
and the
The government alleged
used. The new building will be built witnesses.
150 feet west of the present depot that the "mine" Is a natural cave of
formation,
and that it was
and It will be bo situated that cars limestone
can be conveniently loaded and un- never worked as a mine by the In
dians, Spanish or anyone else.
loaded from both sides.
switch tracks
Several additional
will be bulk and the ofllcals stated
that no switching would be done ALLEGE VIOLATION OF
over Commercial street when the new
tracks are completed.
m

holders.
5.

Stuyvesant

Firth, upon being asked aa to his position In respect to the next meeting of
the gtockhoUlers of the Illinois. Cen-

tral Kallroad company, said today:

"Within the last few days several
stockholders of the Illinois Central
Railroad company have scnt me tneir
proxies to vote at the next annual
meeting, to be held In Chicago, October 18. Others have wiitten on the
Being unable to reply
aubjeet.
promptly to each, I take this opportunity to say what my position is.
ttoveral diJKovembor T. 1S06, th
rectors of the companv h"i'l sharesr.
therein as follows: John Jacob
7,000; John W. Auchlncloss, 600;
Charles M. Beach, 500; James W.
Cutting, S00; Stuyvesant Fish,
Robert W. Goelet, 8,620; J.
Harahan, 144; E. H. Harrlman, 130;
600;
Charles A.
Walther Luttgen.
Feaibody, 600; Cornelius Vanderbilt,
1.434; John C. Welling, 200; total,
J2.430.
Will Vnfold Tale.
"So far as I know the holdings of
the others have not changed materially since that time, and mine has
not In any particular, as I still own
and hold the same certificates for the
same 12.452 shares. The directors,
whose terms expire this fall, are Mr.
Astor, Mr. Harrlman and myself,
whose successors will be elected for
terms of four years. A fourth dithe
rector will have to be elected by year
stockholders for a term of one
In the place of John C. Welling, deceased.
"I long since reached the conclusion that, although I owe much to
trust which
the stockholders for the twenty
yearj
they had for more than
imposed In me as the holder of their
proxies, they could not ask me to
offer myself as a candidate for reelection at this time. Nor am I disposed to make any effort to get
proxies. In view, however, of the
and proxies which have al- -.
ready reached me, entirely without
solicitation on my part. I do feci
bound, If possible, to attend the stockholder's meeting, and shall, after
hearing what may be brought
out
thereat, vote my own shares and
to
such proxies as may be
tne. In the best Interest of the own
ers of the whole capital stock. I
shall also In all probability explain
as clearly as I can to the stockholders what has teen going on in the
conduct of the company's business in
the last twelve months."
Mr. Fish was recently deposed from
the presidency of the Illinois Central
through the efforts of K. H. Harri-xnaAs-to-

12,-45-

'.

n,

six-sta-

RAILWAY COXSTRVCTIOX
IS llKl.VU KISIII.D.
Railway construction continues surprisingly active and to the projection
of new lines there Is no end, judging
from the weekly record in these
pages, says the Railway Age.
ThU
week there Is Information concerning
Incorporation,
promotion or pro
the
seventy- gressing construction
of
eight different roads.
In the first six- months of he year
our construction department contain
ed 1,015 reiports of roads under con
struction or projects (some of the
names, of course, being repeated), an
average of about forty roads each
week, and the number of enterprises
Is
increasing
requiring
attention
steadily. How many will pass suc
cessfully the period of financing re
mains to be determined by the pub
lie temper in regard to corporate se
curitles.
In a few Instances promoters are
undertaking to raise the necessary
by selling the stock of their
capital
OF
isTWiimoxCOAL
In advance, along the proCARS UNFAIR. companies
of financing
posed lines, a method
Washington, August 5. The Inter which may be entirely
legitimate, but
state commerce commission has de which hitherto has not been found
cided that In making a distribution of workable.
a .
cars for coal companies or owners
mid lessees of cars a just proportion- SANTA li: IMPROVING
ate distribution must include the pri
WELLINGTON YARDS,
vate cars and the foreign fuel cars
Wellington, Kan., August 5. The
which are at the disposition of such Santa Fe Is making
extensive pur
owners, lessees or coul companies. In chase of land here for
a complete
other (words, all cars are to be count new terminal. The plans provide for
ed In the distribution.
laying 17 new tracks having a storThe decision was rendered In the age
of over 2.000 box cara
case of the Ohio railroad commission The capacity
council will be asked to va
against the Hocking Valley railway cate cltv
viaducts will
streets
certain
and the Wheeling and Lake Kile rail- be built to carry and
others over the
road. The complaint was that the tracks, eliminating as
many
grade
defendant lines unjustly discriminat crossings as possible. An entire new
ed against the owners and opera line will be built from the Ninnescah
tors oi coal mines along their rouus river, eight miles north, forming a
The
in the distribution of cars.
with the Southern Kansas
commission held that a carrier should junction
a mtle east of the city limits,
give to the owners or lessees of pri- about
from which point trains will enter
vate cars the use of such cars and the
a new double track, lo
should also give to a coul company eatedcitya over
quarter of a
south o
the foreign railway fuel cars consign- the present line which mile
will
he
ed to It; but. that such private and torn up and the old right then
way
foreign railway fuel cars should, in converted Into a public road. of
the distribution of cars, be counted
against the company to which they RESIGNATION' OF
are delivered and such company
RI MORIUI
imiovexce
should not be given, in addition to
Tex., August 5. A tu
such delivery, a share of the system inorEl Is Paso,
W. T. Pro
in
circulation
that
cars except when the number of prisuperintendent of the Mexican
vate and foreign railway fuel cars so vence,
railroad, has tendered hi
delivered to it is less than its dis- Central
resignation. Inquiry was made at the
tributive share of the available car?, oIHce
of
Mexican Central m
including system cars, foreign rail- Juarez this the
morning relative to the
private rumored resignation,
way fuel cars and
but none of the
cars.
of the road there confirmed
defendants were ordered to dis- employes
report. They said that they hud
tribute coal cars after September 15 the
not heard of the rumor.
next on the foregonitr basis:
Supt. Provence is out of the city on
his vacation anil cou.d not lie reach
RIG GROSS F.ARNIVGS
ed. He has been
with the
OF SANTA FI0 ROAD. Mexican Central aconnected
number of years
New York. August 5. The gro.--s ana Is regarded as one of the best
Income of the Atchison, Topeka
and most popular superintemlents oa
Santa Fe railroad In the year ending the system.
June 30, 1D07, was IH3.6S3.OU0 more
thn three times the receipts of the II ACE SWT A TO
IE SAVE (
railroad ten years ago and nearly lo
ATI I.E.
million dollars more than fur the
So many catue have been kihed
preceding year. The gain In rross by trains on the Santa Fe between
earnings last year ws the larg-s- t
fcnule and Rim-oN. M . that the
hat the company has evtr made. ' railroad company
has decided to
s

con-tide-

n.

Phoenix, Ariz., August 5. The Du
Quesne Mining company which Is do
lug business in Sunta Cruz county,
at what is knorwn as Washington
camp, has seemingly got into a peck
of trouble by importing Mexican la
borers under contract to work Us
mining claims.
United States Attorney Alexander
received advices by wire from limine
tor Webb, who is in charge of the
government service along the Mexi
can line, slating that he had apprehended 20 men who had been
brought Vnto the United States from
Mexico by the Du Quesne Mining
company and that they would b
placed In the Jail at Tucson to await
action by the United States attorney.
What action had been taken to gel
the miniiiig company into court was
not stated In the telegram, but At
torney Alexander is well satisfied that
the company has been made legally
liable and that a vigorous prosecu
tion will bring into the treasury of
the United States $20,000. or $1,000
for each man Imported under contract. In addition to this the work- Ingmen will be deported.
This Is the first case of the kind
that has come up In Arizona for a
number of years.
Colic,
Cholera and
Diarrhoea KciiHHly, Better
Tliuil Thn-f- l Doctor.
"Three years ago we had three
doctors with our little boy and every
thing that they could do seemed In
At last when all hope seemed
vain.
to be gone we began using Cham
berlaln's Colic, Cholera and Diar
rhoea Remedy and in a few hours he
began to Improve. Today he Is as

healthy a child as parents wish for.'
Mrs. B. J. Johnston. Linton, Miss
For sale by all druggists.

Cough Caution

Pane,
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Diamond, c
Brooks, r. f
Curry, 3b.
Morehead. cf.
Crable. 2b
Young. If
Donavan, lb
Lockard, p
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Kunz, 2 b
McIIue, ss
Ualgano, p
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LEAGUE GAMES
WHERE THEY

CO.

H
W

Do

SEE PRICES IN WINDOWS

M.

MANDELL

rrxxxiinxiiixxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxuxiiT
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Lincoln
Des Moines
Denver
Pueblo
Sioux City

43
47
64
62

50
49
41
37

x:xxxtitttttttttttttxttxtt

.H"

.538
.510
.431
.364

J.

D. Eaktn,

O. Oloml, Vlc

Western I'agiiP.

R. II. E.
1
10 14
Pueblo
4
3 10
Lincoln
Batteries Jackson and Smith; McKay and Sullivan.
R. H. E.
Second game
0
6
5
Pueblo
1
4
6
Lincoln
Stim-mc- ll
Drill;
Batteries Hatch and
and Sullivan.
R. H. E.
At De.s Moines
7
0
6
Des Moines
1
6
4
Omaha
Yeager;
and
Batteries Clarke
Sanders and Gondlntj.
R. H. E.
At Denver
0
6 10
Denver
2
8
3
Sioux City
R.
Adams
Batteries Bohannon,
Shee-haand Zalusky; Williams and J.
At Pueblo

BuoeMOTi to
MELINI A EAKIN, and IACHECHI
CIOMI.
WMOLmmALK DKALmit IN

Wines, Liquors and Cigars
ktup
rtrytblag la ttoek to eaiflt lb
most ftldloa$ bar eomplaf

W

Hav

bean appointed exclusive agenta In the touthwaat far Jaa,
8t Louie A. B. C. Breweries; Yellowstone,
Green River, V. H. McBrayer'a Cedar Brook, Loule Hunter, T.J. M4V
arch, and other atandard tranda of whiskies too numarOua te mention,
WE ARE NOT COMPOUNDERS.
Bat sell the straight article aa received 07 vs from tie seat
laerieet.
Distilleries and Breweries In Ue United Stat m. Call aid lnieoet M
Stock and Prlcts. or irrtto for Illustrated Catalog an4 Irlo Idas.
Issued to dealers only,

Schllti, Wm. i.emp and

toBaaammmmamMaBmrnmBammcmmmm

Weill Paper!
03eJOtX)ax)X3C

Let rue paper and paint yonr
liouso.
Satisfaction
guaranteed.
Prompt attention to mall orders.

J. D. EMMONS, Successor to Stacy & Go.

South Stcond and Lead

n.

R. H. E.
Second game
0
6 11
Denver
1
9
2
City
Sioux
McDnnough;
Batteries Doll and
Williams, J. Sbeehan and Shea.

ChM. Melinl, Socrvtv?
Bicseckl, Treumrce,

O.

Consolidated Liquor Company

YKSTKRRAY'S (JAMES.
National
R. H- E.
At Chicago
1
2 11
Chicago
1
8
0
New York
Batteries Reulbnch and Moran;
McOlnnltv- - and Bresnahan.
R. H. E.
At St. Louis
3
1
4
St. Louis
6
5
0
Philadelphia
Marshall;
Batteries Bebee and
Dorner and Dnoln.
R. H. E.
At Cincinnati
0
5
4
Cincinnati
0
1
9
Boston
Batteries Coukeley and McLean;
Boultes and Brown.
R. II. E.
Second game
u
7 12
Cincinnati
1
2
4
Boston
McLean;
and
Boston Weimer
Young and Needham.

President
President.

0

OeOeK54Oe04tOeX)4KeK-)eKy- v

First Street.

021 North

Phone So.

48S

.
American
Columbus 9; Minneapolis. 2.
At Toledo Toledo. 2; St. Paul 0.
MilAt Milwaukee First game:
waukee, 13; Indianapolis. l. Second
game: Milwaukee, 1; Indianapolis. 5.
LouisAt Louisville First game:
3.
ville, 5;
Second
Kansas City.
game: Louisville, 3; Kansas City 2.
AsMH-intlnn-

At Columbus

Western

j!rue.
Willi,
62

The pain ceased and the child sank
Into a restful sleep." Mrs. M. Hanson, Hamburg, N. Y.

Southwestern

BITTERS

41

COAL
Ttaot

Amprlmn

Ttl,wU

w

ton

A. E. WALKER,

i

WOOD
DRY CEDAR

PINION

An attack of

TOUX1IXO.
TERMS STRICTLY CASH.
AND

Cramps,

Diarrhoea, Sick Head-

ache, Indigestion, Dyspepsia, or Biliousness

John

S.

602 80UTH

W. E.

Beaven

FIRST STREET.

.747
.fil5

Pet

Household Goods

.615
.611
.5S9

.55

.467

.4,17

.4'i2
.315

Keep busy until you find

Star Furniture Co.

Pet.

.6

Albuquerque

W. Gold Ave.
New Mexic

PLANING

MILL

If You Want A

Plumber
You Hon

.2 DO

Don't Forget The

South Flrtrt street. Telephone 403.

with Itaube and Mauser
115 North First Be
AiBCQt'ERQUE, N. at.

When you want to buy, sell,
rent or exchange

BEST TOURNOUTS IN THE CITT
Second Street, between Railroad and
Copper Avenue.

sa-f- i,

Office,

.40t

LIVERT. BALE, FEED AND
TRANSFER STABLES.
Horses and Mules Bought and Exchanged.

THE OLDEST MILL IN TME CITY.
floor. fnune,
When In need of
etc. Screen work a Hftoclalty. 403

MAUGEP

.5S7

.551
.412
.4.' t

W. L. TRIMBLE & CO.

ALBUQUERQUE

WOOL

Pet.

INSURANCE

Secretary Mutual BaiUdlng
Office at 817 West Railrma)
SA KA Uon.
enne
S8.60

Anthracite Nut, per ton
Anthracite Stove and Furnace
per ton
$9. SO

214
IyOSt.

Ice Company.

Brewery

resorting to the Bitters
promptly. We guarantee
it pure and it has a 54
years record of cures back
of it. Always keep a bottle
on hand.

I'lW.

American Ivciifrue.
Chicago at New York.
St. Louis at Huston.
Detroit at Washington.
Cleveland at Philadelphia.

Omaha

K

Look over these price cuts and, if ever you expect to buy another Suit of
Clothes buy It now. It will be the best investment ever made.

can be quickly relieved by

Nalioiuil Ix'atcuc.
Boston at Cincinnati.
New York at Chicago.
Philadelphia at St. Louis.
Brooklyn at Pittsburg.

Cough Cure

That's Just What We're Going to

1

2
3
2 27 17
23
Total
Summary: Bases on balls, off Gal- gano 3; Lockard 3. Two base hits,
shay. Double plays, Kunz to McHue.
Hit by pitched balls, Lassater, Hale,
Crable. Struek out by Lockard. 7;
fJalgano, 4. Passed ba.lls, McDonald.
Time, 1:40. Umpire, tlample.
The umpiring of Oample In yesterday's game, wiUi the exception of
the work of Jim Jeffries, was the
poorest ever seen on the local diamond. His decisions on strikes and
balls was decidedly bad, and when
he would recognize that he had made
a mistake, he would make at. other
In an effort to even things up.
In Saturday's game Crable pltfhed
a record breaking game for Cimarron and Nye was hard hit on the
side.
Cimarron won the
game by a score of 11 to 2.

Dr. Shoop's
J. tt. OTJELIA'

B

was
"My child
burned terribly
BROWNS.
about the face, neck and chest. I
AB. R. II. P. A. E. applied
Dd. Thomas' Eclectrlc Oil.
0
3
4
0
0
4

Herer. positively nevsr poison tout lung. If yon
uh yen lrum a tlniDla cold ouly lou ihould
HOW TIIKY STAND.
alwayi heal, aoniha, andeawthe Irritated brou.
ehlal tubes. Pou t blindly suddibu it with
tutwfjijig potion. It's Uranga how tnrn tilings
National Ixwue,
finally come about. For twenty yearn lr. Shoo
Miin, Lost.
ha constantly warned ceotila not to take cous
Chicago . .
71
24
. .
or Dntacrlutloua oontalnlna Gulina. Pittsburg
mixture
. .
56
35
. .
Chloroform, or ilmllar polaont. And now a little New
54
. .
3S
York
ikUMuougu uoiigreM taya rut lion me laio'i
4 0
. .
Philadelphia
49
II doUoiii are la your Couch Mixture." Good!
53
42
Very good HttrealUir forth? very reaftiumothtiri.
. .
Cincinnati .
ana omen, should inun on baying Dr. btioop
Brooklyn . .
. .
40
iougn cure, no poiton niarxs on vt. boooii
3
Boston . . .
. .
labeit aud none In the medlciii. elte It mutt by St. Louis . .
. .
iO
law be on the lahel. And iVm not only ttafe. but it
mid to be by those that snow it be, a truly ro
Ainei-leni- i
DiarkahlecoUKh remedy. Take nocliance Uien,
League
particularly with your children. Iiultton having
Ixist.
Coogh Cure. Compare carefully tlx Chicago
Ir. bhoop'f
37
r9
iMtckum ihith oihr and none th
Ir. tihooD
f.5
5
.
Detroit
ante em-eto poiiou marks Uiera logYuu
Philadelphia
53
37
always be on the tale side by
f,5
39
Cleveland
New York
43
49
37
Boston
54
37
St. lyiuis
55
Washington
2S
61
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ORDERS

If you were a Clothier, Sir, and had more suits on hand than you could possibly sell this season would you keep them over until next year and let them get
out of style and rusty besides losing the use of the money or sell them now ?
Sell them of course you would, so would any sensible Man.

s

KOLD

1907.

A GREAT SAVING FOR YOU

William Mcintosh's Brownies lined
up In a masterly manner yesterday
and romped away wlUi the final game
of the series with the Cimarron Swastikas at Traction park by a score of
3 to 1.
All the glory of a very hard
fought battle came in the eighth and
may be laid at the feet of a little
fellow with white hair who manipulates a big mit around the Initial
sack. Of course shay had to have
some help, and Lockard volunteered
It, to the disgust of himself and the
bunch behind him as well. Two
passes, a dead ball, and a two bagger,
with a single by Cap McDonald Is
the whole story of the Browns' side
or the game. The double was an ap- larently harmJewi little tilngle that
bounced along the ground about four
feet from second base, but It did the
business.
For seven Innings the game was a
pitcher's battle, and young Lockard.
the Irlnldad mail carrier, acquitted
himself with credit until the ascen
sion In the eighth.
Kor seven in
nings the locals were unable to get a
runner past first base und lew were
there who got that far.
Lassater was tendered It in the sec
onl by a dead ball, but he was
thrown out In a clumsy effort to
steal second. McDonald walked In
the sixth, but got no farther, Kunz
striking out.
men
But twenty-tw- o
faced Lockard In the seven Innings,
grand
nd to the
stand full of fans,
It looked as though there was noiii
Ing doing for the Brownies.
Then came the eighth. Kane was
first up and walked. Then Lockard
gave Lassater a pass after the latter
had knocked seven fouls. Hale took
one In the slats and the bases were
full, with no outs.
the old heads
held a consultation
and the word
passed down the line to keep th
ball on the ground.
The Trinidad
twiner was nervous, and It was a
shame to take the money. In his ex
citement he threw a straight one
across the pan. Shay met it half way
and the grandstand went wild, whiie
two Brownies ambled home.
Hale
also ran but was caught at the rub
a
bail
for
hit
the
ber. McDonald
base, scoring Shay, but Cap cot fun
ny and tried to bluff Umpire Puify
Uample Into calling a balk on Lock.
ard, but the bluff didn't go and Cap
got out for his pains.
The Inning
closed with Kunz being thrown out
bv Lockard.
The swastikas made a noDie ei- fort in the ninth to even things up.
but missed it by two scores. The one
lonely score which they did get was
handed than on a silver platter.
Curry hit a high one Into the right
garden. Lassater, helng a phliantro-phls- t,
let the bal slip to the ground
und Curry went to second! Morehead
hit the next one over, sending Curry
to third. Curry scored on a sacrifice
Young hit safe, but was
by Crable.
caught off first base, and the game
closed with Donavan striking out.
The score:
CIMARRON.
AB. R. II. P. A. 12.
Players

Total

('lianilH-rlaln'-

R.

Our Men's Suit have received orders to move and move they must.
We'll make every one of them move at some price. It's good business on our
I it
a loss tor us. it s
Dart. But. while

Sunday.

lie-le-

REPORT

FOUGHT

Took Cimarron's Scalp by 3
to 1 In Good Came

has been appointed
road foreman of engines of the second district of the Arizona division,
by S. L. Bean, mechanical superintendent of the coast lines.
the night
James It. McFarland,
n
watchman who was shot In the
yards by two tramps several days
ago, returned from Las Vegas last
night.
Engineer Pat Purcell has been assigned to the Santa Fe branoh while
Kngtneer Schulta is on a leave of ab
sence.
Engine 0139 went east on a work
train this morning to pick up scrap
Raton.
and
between Las Vegas
m
w
m
W. C. Heacock has been appointed
yardmaster at Gallup to take the
place of IS. A. Holes, removeu.
Engine 1039 Is out of the Raton
shops and again In service on the
third district.
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Count the Cost

our pies, cakes and
when eating
pastry, for It's amall In comparison
with the satisfaction you gain. The
day you start using the products of
our bakery will be a red letter one
on your calendar.
Mark It up this
day.

PIONEER BAKERY
SOT

South First Street.

GIto us your ROUGH DRY Wvrl
Monday, and get It back Wednesday
Imperial Laundry Co.

Telephone No. 61
The Standard
Our work is as our name
implies, and our charges are
right.
Standard Plumbing & Heating Ca

Moxn w,

a re r ST s, ibot.

ALBUQUERQUE
ed $300 a week for publishing adver

LOST

SPANISH

BULLION ON

TRIAL
Experts

War In Sliver
City Mine Case at
Denver.
Will

Penver. Colo.. August B. That the
Lost Hulllon Spanish Mines ca.i Is
ftolnft to be largely a war of exports
was made clear by the opening arguments to the Jury Saturday afternoon In the federal court.
"We expect to show by a dozen
as experienced mining men as are in
Colorado that the Lost Hulllon Spanish mine, near Silver City, N. M., Is
one of wonderful wealth." snlrt C. W.
Franklin, counsel for the defense.
The government attorneys, on the
other hand, claim to be well prepared for any legion of experts that the
defense may call to the stand. With
the entire staff of the United States
upon,
geological survey to draw
their resources are large and they
say they expect to cope with even
the huge sum of money at the disposal of the accused promoters. Printhe
cipal among the wltnesset forLlnd-gren
prosecution will be Waldemar
D.
Washington,
attached
C,
of
to the geological survey service anu
considered the most eminent geological authority In the country.
Another charge In Mr. Franklin's
address Is that the prosecution was
Instigated by Melville Stone, head of
the Associated Press.
Among the literature issued by the
company were two newspaper clippings. One of them purported to be
from the Mining Reporter of Denver
and related to the large Increase In
the price of silver. The other was
headed "Assxiciated Press" and gave
an account of a tremendous excitement caused by the discovery of the
alleged fake mine. According to the
prosecution these headings were deliberately switched, as the account
of the Increase in the price of silver
should have been attributed to the
Associated Press and the other to
This Is what
the Mining Reporter.
Mr. Franklin said on the subject:
"Mr. Keables sent Mr. Lindsey, a
look
well known expert, down to
over the mine. Like all the others, he
Immediately became seized with enthusiasm over the wonderful wealth
of the property and sent in a glowing
account to the Mining Reporter. Alan Associated
most simultaneously
Press report was sent all over the
country, telling of the largely Increased price of silver. The management wanted those two articles reproduced together in pamphlet form
to be sent out as advertising matter.
Ry some mistake of the printers, the
slugs got mixed and the headings
were placed wrong.
Mistake I jiIi! to Printer.
"Then one of the Haltimore stockholders In the company, seeing the
pamphlet, sent a copy to Melville
Stone, who Is a friend of hlw. Mr.
Stone, seeing the mistake, at once
jumped to the conclusion that it was
Investigated
and
He
deliberate.
found out that the Associated Press
any
report
of an ex
had not sent out
citement over the discovery of the
mine. He Jumped on the train ana
went down to Washington in a rage,
demanding
that the government
prosecute this company.
"Afterwards some of the officers
went to Mr. Stone and showed him
how the mistake had been made.
The latter visited Washington again
and declared that it was a mistake
and asked that the prosecution be
Ry that time it was
discontinued.
too late, as proceedings had been
started. And that, gentlemen of the
jury, is how you happen to be In this
court room today."
Mr. Franklin made the charge that
the alleged confession of young Geo.
1'uBois, which the government will
offer as evidence, was obtained by
threats and intimidation by Postof-flc- e
Inspector McCormlck. The
wiys that DuRols has signed
a statement that the whole Bcheme
was a hoax and a fake.
The opening address for the government was made by Harry J. Rone,
for
I'nlted States district attorney acKansas. He gave a cool, clear
count of the government's case, saying what he believed to be the absolute facts which the prosecution will
try to prove.
"When this Investigation was first
started," he said, "postofflce Inspectors went down to ihls alleged mine
with expert engineers. We expect to
show by the evidence of these men
that it never was a mine, that no
reasonable person could call it a
mine, that it contains no values
whatsoever and that It is nothing but
a natural limestone cave.
"We expect to show that this rave
was first discovered by a man named
Villain in lSb5."
Mr. Rone read excerpts from the
prospectus
and other advertising
matter sent out by the promoters,
claiming that the mock would within
30 days double the price
at which
it was' offered to the public. He also
Maid that the promoters had entered
Into an agreement with the Colorado
Graphic by which that paper receiv

tisements for the company, selling
the company R.OOrt copies a week to
be sent out through the malls.
Valuable Old SpnnNIi Mine.
"ThP chief Inducement held out In
the advertisements was that the
property owned by the company con-- j
tallied an old Spanish mine of fabul
ous weann.
in Huveruwinenis include what purport to be the reports
engineers on the
mining
of three
property.
One of the engineers Is
Kdwani W. Sebben, one of the. defendants. It will be shown that he
never made any assays at all nor
took a single sample of ore in his
Inspection of the property.
"It will be shown that Holman.
the other engineer whose alleged report was published, was never In the
employ of the company at all ami
that the report published was not the
one he made.
s,
"It will be shown that George
the alleged discoverer of tins
"oluntarily
mine,
the
that
stated
whole scheme was a fake and a
hoax, that the property was not a
mine and that they all knew It was
not a mine, thai the letters telling
of the wonderful wealth of the mine
were dictated by old man Lee DuRols to him and submitted to the
company.
Also that their contents
both Insofar as they related to the
great finds of rich ore and also as to
the whole story describing the discovery were absolutely false.
"I believe you will do your duty as
you see It and help the government
carry out the steps It has taken to
maintain the purity of the mails and
put a stop to this kind of business."
"We take direct Issued with the
government on all points," said Mr.
"We expect the testimony
Franklin.
to show the contrary of all the state
ments that the prosecution
has
made. We expect to prove that Insofar as the organization and operation
of both the Security Mines and In
vestment company and the Lost Bul
lion Spanish Mines company are con
cerned the record Is absolutely clear
of
and frea from any suspicion
fraud or wrongdoing.
"The fact Is that Mr. Keablen or
ganized the first named company not
merely for the operation of mines
but for real estate and other kinds
of business. He mpt Messrs. Wilson
and Lanrldge of Boulder and they
told him that they were looking for
some big mine to take up. He said
that his company had the same ob
ject In view. They met Charlie Lu- Rols and he submitted the statements
concerning the lost Spanish mine.
"Mr. Keables Jumped on the train
and went to Sliver City to Inspect
the mine. He immediately became
He
enthusiastic over the property.
Is a man with considerable mining
Rreckenrldge
experience in
and oth
er Colorado districts.
It should be
noted that in the Lost Spanish mine
discovered at Santa Rita. N. M., the
same signs were found as were seen
In the Lost Rullion property. There
were the notched poles which the
miners In the seventeenth century
used Instead of ladders. Mr. Kneab-le- s
found both the timbers, tools and
wedges such as, It Is known, the
Spaniards used in mines. He also
found rich, wonderfully rich veins of
mineral."

Territorial
Topics
Radger
fights are a popular
amusement at Ifciuglas, Ariz.
Gallup, N. M., merchants
are
mourning the departure by night of
one Truitt, a cement contractor, who
left about $000 in unpaid bills.
Miss Mary Rennctt had her
left
arm broken while trying to board
a moving street car at Douglas, Ariz.,
Saturday,
She was thrown to the
street.

Pu-Roi-

Ronflfacio Ortiz, a well known
Saturday, aged 34 years. He Is sur
vived by his widow, one son and two
stepsons.

printer of Santa Fe, died at his nome

J. H. Lee. of northern Arizona, Is
en route to Chicago to be treated for

a skunk bite. He was asleep at his
ranch when the animal bit him and
he fears tetanus poisoning from the
wound.
Without uttering a word and apparently from no cause. Mrs. R. F.
Watson, who lines on North Fourth
avenue, Phoenix, Ariz., slipped to the
floor n her dining room at noon Sunday and when picked up by others In
the house was found to be lifeless.
A carload of
Mexican workmen
arrived In Risbee, Ariz., Saturday
morning from El Paso In a special
coach with their women and children. They will be divided among
the various gangs In the employ of
the road at this point and will be
used on the local improvements.

EVENING

ver City. N. M., which In the omMn!
Includes Demlng. were Uire
records
I moa am lurirn AS th...i tmm .nt Am- In . i l.rrlt.lrv
In
ffl..
Mn..lli.
of the cattle sanitary
the report
.VIS
board. In the month of June 44.
head of cattle were shipped from Hie
territory as compared with 36.626
head shipped lust June. The shipments were 61.131 head In May this
year and 26.872 for May last year.
This year's shipments were nearly all
steers, while tnose or last year contained many cows and heifers.
Falling In her action to secure a
Judgment from the Rlshee-Nac- o
Water company, whom she sued for
damages as the result of her falling
and breaking her leg on a water pipe
alleged to belong to the company.
Mrs. J. Relle Rrazell has Instituted
suit ngalnst the city of Risbee, Ariz.,
for the sum of $12,000.
Articles of the following corporations were filed In the office of the
yesterday:
Phoenix, Ariz., recorder
Commercial Automobile Co.. capital
stock $200,000; Incorporators, Herbert H. Hennegln, James W. Pres-cot- t,
Harry Cannon. John Wright,
Ed Jenkins. F. B. Crosby: AmalgaCo.,
mated Mefal and Exploitation
capital stock, S5.0nn.nno; IncorporatM.
R.
ors. A.
Marshall. James
Rrowue. J. Monroe Layman, Wm.

Moll. J. J. Lukln:
Carmen Island
Salt Co., capital stock, $1, "on, 000; In- -,
corporators, Alfred J. Peters. H. M.

Kennedy, A. A. Walswnrth;
Owl:
Portland Cement Co., capital stock.
$1,600,000;
K.
Incorporators.
F.
..
T
I I
lllnlun,0H
!
.
J . ll
r.'inilltIS,i'ianriiiiill I."
V. Cowles; Neubluk
Dredging Hydraulic and Mining Co., capital stock,
$2,000,000; Incorporators, C. C. Webster. F. R. Leonard. N. D. Webster,
R. A. Orgen. C. S. Hannum.
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of new

Don't use harsh physics. The reaction weakens the bowels, leads to
chronic constipation.
Get Doan's
Regulets. They operate easily, tone
the stomach, cure constipation.

Covert

FIRST STREET AND COAL AVE. ALBCQUERQCE,

FOR

TYRONE
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Albuquerque
New Mexico
A. C. BJXICKK

and JOHN 8. MITCHELL invito their friend to maka
Now Mexico headquarters at

Iron and Brase

Foundry and Machine Works
.
HALL. roprfte
'
Castings; Ore,
Coal and Lumber Care; Shaft- Metal; Column tsd Iron

Inge. Pulleys. Grade Bare, Babbit

Front for Buildings.

Rmomlrn am imittlnm

Foundry east aid

THE

Ariz., Miner, are going up, up.
until now the price that a man will
have to pay for a good draught
team Is between $600 and $700. So
great has this scarcity of good stock
become that liverymen are import-

mmt$

amm

ssmmm.,.

of railroad track.

Albttauero.ua. N

sm.

Albuquerque Lumber Co.
WHOLESALE AND RETAIL

IT4

JUST
FOB

(SWIT

BEANS

TOO)

riSf

x

JOT

Lumber, Glass, Cement and Rex Flintkote Roofing

First and Marqcette

Albxsqttetqtte, New Mexico

The St, Elmo
JOSEPH

TlnlsTwhlsktos"

BARNETT, Prop7

rTrsv jvwfMwuuxrxiu
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12 0 West Railroad Avenae
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JAMESTOWN HAS TWO!

WE HAVE ONE!

THE BIG FAIR
New Mexico's

Annual
Territorial Fair Association
Twenty-Sevent- h

7 to 12 INCLUSIVE
OCTOBER
AL1JUQUERQUE, NEW MEXICO
Get

Get Off the Earth

Get Up in the Air!
The Mammoth Captive Balloon "Albuquerque"' Will
Carry Passengers Daily and Throughout the Week
Up-to-Dat- e!

No Sport ac Sensational, No Pleasure so Rare, Can Compare With

Ballooning. The Most Modern of Amusement.
At the Close of the Fair Saturday Evening at Sunset AERONAUT
BLONDIN will Cut Loose From This Balloon and endeavor to Win
the "AERO CUP" by

CURES
BLOOD POISON

The first symptom of Contagious Blood Poison is usually a little sore or
ulcer which does not always excite suspicion because of its insigniOcance ;
but as the poison becomes more firmly rooted in the blood, the mouth and
throat ulcerate,
spots appear, a rash breaks out on the boly.
the hair begins to come out, glands in the neck and groins swell, and often
ulcerating sores form on the limbs, hands or face. liut this is not all if
the poison is aMowed to remain it works down and attacks the bones, causiog
necrosis or decay, and makes a complete physical wreck of the sufferer. It
will uot do to tamper with a disease so powerful as Contagious Blood J'oison,
for every day the virus remains in the blood the trouble is progressing
toward a more dangerous stage, and may in the end get bevor.d the reai h of
any treatment. There is but one certain, reliable cure for Contagious Blood
Poison, and that is S. S. S., the greatest of all blood purifiers. This remedy
attacks the disease in the right way by going down into the blood and
forcing out every particle of the poison. It makes the blood pure and rich.
Strengthens the different parts of the body, tones up the svstem and cures
this humiliating and destructive disorder permanently. The improvement
commences as soon as the patient gets under the influence of S S. S and
continues until every vestige of the poison is driven from the blood, and ths
sufferer completely restored to health. S. S. S. is not an experiment, it is a
success and has c.ired thousands of cases of Contagious Blood Poison in
every stae, and b.ing entir.-lfree from minerals, is a sfe- as well as certain
treatment. If you are suffering with this debasing disease get the poison
out of vo ir Mood with S. S. S before it does further damage. Special home
treatment book on the disease and medical advice sent free to all who write
THE SWIFT SPECIFIC CO., ATLANTA, CA.

S. Second St.

9

Prions

Albuquerque
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The Limit of life.
The most eminent medical sclent-Itst- s
are unanimous In the conclusion
that the generally accepted limitation of human life Is many years below the attainment possible with the
advanced knowledge of which the
race la now possessed. The critical
period, that determines Its duration,
seems to be between 60 and 60; the
proper care of the body during this
decade cannot be too strongly urged;
carelessness then being fatal to longevity. Nature's best helper after 60
is Electric Hitters, the scientific tonic
medicine that revitalizes every organ
of tho body. Guaranteed by all druggists. 60c.

MUX.
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MINES

Silver City. X. M., August 5.
Two of the largest mining hoists to arrive In this city were
freighted out to Tyrone In the Burro
district during the past few days for
the Chemung Copper company. The
holuts weighed 2S.000 pounds each.
It would Indicate from this that the
Chemung Copper company intend
doing some very deep mining on Its
copper properties at Tyrone In the
near future.
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best, wsars

G.LKeppeler

Piles get quick and certain rellf
from Dr. Shoop's Magic Ointment
Please note It is made alone for
Plies, and Its action Is positive and
certain. Itching, painful, protruding
or blind piles disappear like magic by
glass
Large nickel-cappe- d
Its use.
jars 50 cents. Sold by al dealers.
HEAVY

mora, looks

California

to be had.

Horses

PAINT

S

ths longest, most economical; full meaaur.
BUILDING
PAPER Always In ttock.
Plaster, Lime, Cemsnt.
Paint, Glass, 8ash, Doors, Etc

Tour friendship and patronage U appreciated. Courtesy mad
attention to guests Is a pleaaur ta us. Hollenbeck Hotel and Cafe
better than ever. Location convenient and desirable.
Depot and beach line care stop at the Hollenbeck door.
I-

rouses built

this section, gays the

SHERWIN-WILLIAM-

The Hollenbeck Hotel
Los Angeles,

last year was astonishthere were people who
declared that people were overstepping all bounds of reason and that
houses would ibe a drug on ths market this year. Instead of that nouses
are at a premium and there !a none
In

BALDRIDGE

28-2- 9.

United States Attorney J. L. B. Alexander has received
Instructions
from Attorney General Bonaparte of
the department of Justice, to at once
begin the vigorous prosecution
of
Consul Antonio Maza of Douglas,
Ariz., on a charge of Instigating the
recent kidnaping of Manuel Surabla.
in Silver City
ing. Indeed,

C.

The following civil service examinations are announced to be held
here on the dates named:
For blacksmith's helper. August 28.
For editorial clerk, (male) division
of publications, department of agriculture, August
For wagon maker, August 28.
For matron, Indian service, August 28.

'

j

J.

DEALER IN NATIVE ANO CHICAGO LUMBER

SERVICE

Isn't a Man Easy?

ing their draught stock from abroad,
as are others who wish ttrst class
animals at good prices.
The following announcement appeared in the Los Angeles Tunes of
"Mr. and Mrs. D. B.
last Sunday:
Murchison announce the engagement
daughter, Dora Ella, to Artheir
of
EXPRESS ROBBER TO
thur C. Raithel, of Demlng, N. 11.
Miss Murchison Is a southern girl,
but has spent most of her life in
TAKEN
BE
EAST Los Angeles, where she has won a
Is winsome anJ
host of friends. She
pretty. The weddl-ii- j will tako place
of
part
Las Veigas, N. M., August 5. Rich- the latter
ard M. McKenna and George Yungo
The shipments of cattle from Sil
of the New York detective bureau,
arrived In the city this morning on
the limited to accompany Charles
Chester Clark back to that city.
CJark, who surrendered himself to
the authorities here recently, stole
an express package from the Adams
Express company In New York City
valued at $800. and being tired of
bumming around the country gavs
himself up In this city.

pres-ecutl-

copper-colore-

CITIZEN.

World's Long

Distance International Recnrri
Held by Lieut. Lahm of the U. S. Army.
RAILWAY liATJSS. HALF FAKE OR BETTER
The

J. A. WEINMAN
President

JAY A. HUBBS
Manager

ROY STAMM

Secretary
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Wines, Brandies. Etc.
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THE ALBUQUERQUE CITIZEN
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By the
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zen Is able to secure will now
and then fall to deliver your pa-

per and also owing to the fact
that your neighbor may now
and then unthinkingly appropriate The Citizen left at your
door and forget to return It,
this paper has arranged with
the Postal Telegraph company
to deliver you an extra copy In
the event that yours falls to
reach you. There Is no addition- al expense to you. If your pa- per does not reach you by reg- ular carrier call up the Postal
company
Telegraph
PHONE
NUMBER 36 and tell them. A
messenger boy will supply you
with a copy of The Citizen. In
this manner, we can also keep
track of the "misses" of our
own carriers and you can get
your paper rain or shine.
REMEMBER THE NUMBER
PHONE 36.

CITIZEN 1IAS:
The finest equipped Job department in New Mexico.
The. latest rciorts by Associated ITew and Auxiliary News Service.
E
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CROCKERY AND GLASSVSARE

fa

The YOUNG HOUSEKEEPER

i
a

Should furnish her closets and sideboard
with china graceful in its lines,' beauteous in design, made of such clay and so
baked as to be a model of elegance and
Rtandwear strength. Plenty of it in our
large collection of table and other wear
for every housekeeper old or young
in town.

fa

DANCE

DISCOUNT

ALSO APPLIES TO ALL

fa

s
YOU GET THE CITIZEN?

Owing to the fact that even
the best carrier boys The Citi-

T1IE AI;IttQlEltQrE CITIZEN IS:
The lending Itepnbllcnn dally and weekly newspaper of the Southwest.
Tlio advocate of Republican principles and the "Square Deal."
AMU-QCETiQl-

I0T.

My name Is Prices E. O. Price.

mntter lit the roMoffloe of Albuquerque, N. M.,
Entered hi wcnnd-rla- s
andrr Act of Congress of March 3, R9.
The only HlutrntM daily newspaper in New Mexico and the best advertising medium of the Southwest.

THE

8.

I

EDITOR

sfnsciiirnoN" hates.
One jr-a-r by mail In advanco
One monlli by mail
One month by carrier within city limits

SEE E. O. PRICK.
I am here to stay. I like the town and
people.
like the
The climate is the acme of anything and everything desirable. I have established the E. O. Price Real Estate Agency. My office
Is 212 South Second street bear that number In mind, 212 South Second
Street. If you have anything In my line to sell see. E. O. Price. I will sell
It for you. If you have anything to rent see E. O. Trice. I will rent It for
you. My bread and butter depends upon giving you good and prompt service. Call and see me and let get acquainted.
SEE li O. PRICE.

AI'nrKT

fa
San Domingo Indians Were
fa
Hosts to Big Crowd
Sunday.

1

I

Now is the Time to Fill up Your Patterns

The village of the San Domingo
Indians, usually so quiet and sleepy,
was wide awake yesterday.
About
five hundred visitors from Albuquer"WE GET THE NEWS FIRST."
que. Santa Fe and the neighboring
towns and pueblos were present to
witness the annual corn dance. When
the Albuquerque delegation arrived
on train No. 10, at S:30 there had
ff
already assembled a crowd of visitors
from other places and the most of
these were gatherrd near the quaint
adobe church at the eastern extremResuCt
ity of the village.
At 9 o'clock the church bell began
A man passed through this city yesterday en route to the capital and
ringing and shortly there appeared
Fakl
this in what he
from the village four young couples
In New Mexico. Every
will be a regular meeting of about to be married, accompanied by
"I am engaged In promoting an Irrigation project
or my theThere
number
a
tonight.
and
project
Brotherhood
up
in
Fraternal
that
Is
tied
In
a
world
crowd of friends. The church was
the
dollar I have
get a foot of our lands from the
W. C. Field returned to the Jemez filled with Indians and visitors, for
friends are also In heavily. "We didn'tget
reI
a statement to that effect.
mountains yesterday after a visit Ij among the Indians ns well as among
and I nm going to Santa Fe to
and this city.
the white there seems to be an uncently made a costly trip to New York in the Interests of our project
failing curiosity to see how the bride
to
project
has
Felipe
Turleta
sold
the
turned
aid.
us
financial
promised
had
who
several men of wealth
Padllla, a piece of land In looks and the groom acts at a wedThey had heard that New Mexico was a risky proposition Los Padillas.
ding.
down completely.
In the present instance if the
down
here
land
a
of
foot
not
was
there
Impression
that
and were under the
felt any unusual emhave sold to young couplesthey
wife
and
In this terJose
Chaves
to
Invest
Induced
be
not
can
capital
did not show it,
Eastern
barrassment
with a clear title.
In
piece
land
a
of
Perea,
Thomas
neither were there any weeping
ritory under such unsettled conditions."
13
No.
$55.
for
precinct
stop
This thing of crying
mothers and gushing bridemalds to
If
What the man said was the gospel truth.
John Rathan, a well known resi- enliven the scene. In the most
in New Mexico; of charging graft and dent
Is
a
business
Texas,
thief" at every man in public oflifegiving
Dallas,
of
f-fact
mnnner possible the vicreputation
from
a
bad
territory
this
result
for Ice
visitor In the city touay.
malfeasance has had the
tims appeared before the priest who
A tract of land In precinct 13 was made them man and wife according
"6 TTprlanr.nvestigatlon now progressing does not serve io better
recorded today as sold by Felipe Pe- to the Catholic ritual, slightly modithat it rea
fied to suit certain traditional Ideas
to Thomas Perea for $40.
conditions at the present time but in the end The Citizen believes
of the tribesmen. It is said that preIn14
A marriage license was Issued towill serve effectually
fraud, and day to Rosenda Cordova and Eplfan- - vious to the marriage by the priest
clear up and explode the stories of land
U wM
by
in
secret
the Indians are united
the Rosvvell Record 10 Martinez, both of Albuquerqje.
deep, dark mysterious graft which the Morning Journal,
the ancient rites of their tribe.
papers have been scattering broadcast
A piece of land south of Santa
and a few other
Religious
Ceremony.
::
::
:: ::
as rigid and Just a thor- Barbara cemetery has been sold by
The Citizen hopes to see the investigation just
Shortly after the weddings were
investigation It Simon Garcia to Thomas Perea for
If there is to be a secret
religious
procession
ough as it Is possible to make It.
disposed
of
the
BO.
1
these papers have been
In honor of the patron saint. Santo
should either bring to trial the men against whom
The sale of a tract of land In Los Domingo, started
should be acquitted once
from the church.
preferring charges and convict them or those men
by Jose Cleto Turleta and Under a canopy held
Padillas,
be
will
frauds
no
land
that
aloft on four
assertion
the
The Citizen ventures
and
wife to Felipe Turleta was recorded pedes by four bearers, one at each
be
found
will
they
hopes
otS
Citizen
The
iWnd
are any land frauds.
today.
corner, the image of the patron saint
However
them will be brought to Justice
Md thafthose responsible for
preceded by Indians
Baron F. Marschall, of the Ger- was carried,
frightened and no one has
H is noticeable that no one appears to be badly
man army, Is a vlstor in the city to- carrying religious emblems and folday. He Is making an extended tour lowed by the priest in ceremonials
departed for parts unknown.
and a line of worshipers. At the edge
Now that investigations have been started, The Citizen hopes that they of this country.
government
where
G. E. Kennedy, of the Albuquen "pe of the village the procession was met
will be conducted Into every branch of the territorial
by the delight-maketo
who danced
company,
yesterday
left
be
Traction
there has ever been any suspicion and that the whole matter will fraud,cleared
the
may spend a two weeks' vacation in tr.e along with the crowd through
up.
The papers that have been so actively crying graft and
principal streets. Accompanying also
Jemez mountains.
In New Mexico
then cease their work of trying to wreck the republican partymight
with
which
were
riles
Indians
several
A regular review of Alamo Hive
otherwise
at, the cost of thousands upon thousands of dollars that
minutes
No. 1, L. O. T. M.. will take pluce were discharged every few
It Is stated.
he. coming Into this territory In the shape of Industries and developments tomorrow afternoon at 2:30 o'clock to keep the devils away,
religious
parade First one then the other would pain
The music of the
which we need.
In Odd Fellows' hall.
U,v an Jndlan
beating possession of the unfortunate fowl
was
The Citizen therefore believes while these Investigations are adding at
Dr. O. S. McLart dress, ' who has on anfurnished
old
and a and proceed to belay his adversary
snare
drum
present to the malodorous name which New Mexico is unjustly bearing, at been enjoying an outing at the Val- bugler, whonrm'
blew blasts upon a diwith it.
on the Upper Pecos, re- lapidated bugle.
the same time they will eventually work great good by vindicating the men ley Ranch
At length the proAfter this the corn dance was rewho have been calumlnated by these political organs of the democratic party. turned to the city today.
a bower of Co- sumed and was kept up until about
before
halted
cession
No.
precinct
A house and lot in
ttonwood houghs erected In the plaza 6 o'clock. Then the patron saint was
New Mexico's reputation has been besmirched enough and It stands to
1, San Jose, has been sold to Franand In this, which was artistically escorted back to his place In the
he credit of the president that an investigation Is now under way which will cisco
by
and
Sanchez
Rafael
Lucero
of beautiful church and the rites for the 'day
serve to show up the true state of affairs in New Mexico.
When the inves- wife. Sale recorded today. Price $60. draped with a number patron
Navajo blankets, the
saint were over. After the strenuous extigation is ended, it is probable that several papers In New Mexico that have
position of honor. ercises of the day the participants
Indiana club will meet Tues was placed In
been so active In crying fraud, will have to back up and take water on a dayThe
evening at the home of Mr. and Then there was rejoicing: the
rushed to the Uio Grande anil en"whole lot of things.
performing
pranks joyed a plunge In the yellow, though
Mrs. Chas. Palmer, 715 South Amu ht-makers
Right here In this city we want a smelter and several other Industries, street. This will be an open air ses- among the crowd; two Indians in a cooling waters.
including a big Irrigation project to water the mesa lands adjacent.
costume devised to represent themMany Amusements.
We sion.
selves on horse hack, capered about
In connection with the Indian Eclipse Wind Mills, Lightning Hay Presses, Walter A. Wood
want the Albuquerque Eastern railroad and lower shipping rates.
All K. of P. members are requestRut It Is
amusement;
causing
skittishly
much
one street of the pueblo
a safe bet that Albuquerque will get none of these things and the territory at ed to meet at the K. P. hall to- a man arrayed in an old army over- ceremonies
was devoted to booths, In which were
Installation of new olllcers. coat,
large will not be developed as It should be developed, while two or three pa- night.
Mowers and Binders, Bain and Old Hickory wagons
fortune,
refreshment
hat and trousers with his long wheels of
pers, for political effect, are shouting fraud and corruption regardless of Work In lirst degree. S. K. Adams;, hair drawn
around over his face to stands, and at one place a Mexican
S.
K.
R.
ALL KINDS VEHICLES
whether It exists or not.
it appear that he was heavily bulla was In progress. This street had
John make
Mrs. Massengale; Mrs. St.
clearing
want
the
bewhiskere-laspect
did
owners
a
about
The Citizen notices that the Arizona papers are commenting editorially Moore.
the
and
carnival
Mrs. II. B. Alexander and W.
ALBU0UF.R0UE
out for a thriving tiusiness selling soft drinks Write us for
on the statements made by these
papers and asking if Arizona L. lioyce are n quartet of visitors way anil keeping an eye
NEW MEXICO
making grotesque use to the thirsty people. One visitor Catalogue and I'rlc-owas not right In refusing to enter joint statehood with New Mexico under from Augusta, Georgia, stopping at camera fiends,
d
whio he carried.
of a
remarked: "My mouth has been full
such rotten political conditions as we are supposed to have.
the Alvarado.
of cotton all day and I can't seem to
The t orn Panco.
The effect of such politics as those
papers have been
The boy who robbed the S. V.
corn dance proper did riot be- get rid of it no mntter how much of
engaged in, has been to give New Mexico a black eye wholly undeserved. Rosen wald store of $45 last week. ginThe
I
The
drink."
until In the afternoon, though all this, sweet water
New Mexico territorial affairs are today better than those of Arizona, yet was committed to the county Jail for morning
delight-maker- s
In two weather was very hot all .lay and
the
morning
to await fur relays of eight each, danced up and when the belated train finally arrivweeks this
a few papers In this territory, give the Arizona papers an opportunity to two
These Are
ther action in the case.
point a finger of scorn at us.
down the streets chanting as they ed in the evening It was a fagged out
AlJourneyed
to
of
Al
young
back
nlmrods
A half dozen
went. These men wore nothing hut crowd that
The only really rotten administration in this territory in recent years
Carriage
buquerque, among whom were Ne a black
white paint with buquerque,
waa that under the late Hagerman regime and it is at an end.
was unusualyesterday
Hougnman,
dance
The
Fred
Mertln
and
markings,
wei.
and
gaudy
necklaces
black
The Citizen hopes the incoming governor, George Curry, will see to It, dove hunting yesterday and returned narrow ropes of fur
ly well attended and if the weather
d
Buying
that every point of suspicion Is Investigated and laid bare and that thereafter with live doves to their credit, al over their shoulders and bodies. had been cooler it would have been
those papers who have made a practice of crying fraud, will be made to most one each.
greatly.
enjoyed
grotesquely
were
made
faces
Thlr
prove their assertions In court.
Among the Albuquerque people
of up and In their hair were plumes of
Adjutant General Tarklngton,
Days
the New Mexico National Guaru. has corn husks and feathers. All through who attended were: Mr. and Mrs. W.
It.
Forbes. Mr. and Mrs. Raymond
issueil a request to all the ofllcers of the ceremony of the day these clowns
Maynard
Mrs.
the New Mexico militia to attend kept up an unceasing activity, only Stiinim, Mr.D. and
Hronson, IX W. Tripp,
Curry occasionally seeking the seclusion of Gunsul, r.
the inauguration of Governor
Easy Terms
Jay
Mrs.
g.
Charles Benjamin, Mr. and
ut Santa Fe on August
the kivas for rest and refreshment.
Mrs.
Albuquerque will send a delegation of representative citizens to Santa
Frank
In the morning also, a great feast Hubbs and daughter,
The hearing in the case of C. W.
and
Fe to attend the Inauguration and reception of the new governor, George Hunter, who la alleged to have was in progress, though this was not McKee, Miss Jennie Lee Hedrlck,V. P. MetR.
Abbott,
J.
Newell.
Miss
Visiting
to
visitors.
evident
the
white
Curry, on Thursday of this week.
Deputy sheriff Robert
threatened
Low Prices
calf, Geo. K. Kennedy, John Dye and
'
Special accomodations have been arranged and the railroads have made McGulnness with a deadly weapon Indians from other pueblos, some
V. C. Field.
Hop!
coming from a
Do you Intend buying . vehicle te enjoy the summer months? If you
last Saturday. Is in progress at the even
a rate of one half fare.
do don't pass us by. We don't urge you to buy an expensive vehicle
court at old town this after village and the Apache reservations,
The Inauguration and reception will be brilliant affairs and the new Justice
we have many good styles within the range of modest
noon. At 4 o clock the evidence was were permitted to participate In this
incomes.
governor will be given a rousing welcome.
feast, at which all manner of Indian
Top Buggies, Runabouts, Stanhopes, Surreys and Spring Wagons of
not
all
in.
;
Albuquerque is the metropolis of New Mexico and she should take the
were
provided.
luxuries
away
stay
you
all
kinds.
are
because
Don't
not
and se
rich.
Come
meeting
Andrews'
H.
W.
A
of the
InA little before 1 o'clock the
lead in such matters.
us.
Republican club has ben called for dians
of anything in the
in
part
need
were
When
to
the
in
who
take
It Ib to be hoped that every man and woman who can go, will attend this
evening at 7:30 o'clock in tnc big corn dance began streaming from
the Inauguration and help welcome the new governor.
hall of the second floor of the
klvas and houses. Two bodies of
building at the corner of Central the
dancers about 150 each danced In
I Railroad
avenue and Second street, relays.
Each band was accompanied French Bakery Co. 202 E, R.R.Ave.
TJJeras Road.
What has come over the spirit of the dreams of a certain newspaper to make arrangements for attending by
forty musicians, one of whom
published not a thousand miles from Albuquerque, that until very recently the inauguration of George Curry as pounded
a big bass tombe, while
on
found no innuendo too base, no aspersion too foul, to direct at Hon. H. (. governor or .New Mexico.
the others chanted. The dancers Hied
night Conception Sala- - Into the plaza and Immediately the
A still, small voice must have whisBursum? says the Socorro Chieftain.
Saturday
pered In somebody's ear that Mr. ltursum Is fast gaining a position of ad- zar and E. Lucero, both of whom ceremony began.
The men were
engaged in a dressed in a costume consisting of a
drinking,
vantage from which It will be po.lbIe for him to exact an accounting from had been
a
re
over ten cents and as
girdle with
bunches of
that paper as satisfactory to himself as that which he has just exacted from quarrel
Galvanized Cornices, Sky
were arrested and locked up cords dangling at the sides and fox
It has already become a notable fact that Mr. ltursum never sult,
the territory.
ac skins hanging from the waist at the
In the city holdover.
Lucero
It may yet prove to be true that he has a retentive cused Salazar of pinking up a dime back, beads, sleigh bells below the
forgets his friends.
memory In regard to his slanderers and traducers.
which was among the money receiv knee and mocassins.
'
ana storage
ed In change for drinks and the two
The hair was loosely done up and
The historical "Old Hick- proceeded to get noisy, Salazar deny- feathers were tied at the top of the
!
gone
a
up
prison
Tanks,,
recently
price
to
money.
point
of
meat
Has the
where the
Hot
ing that he stole the
Lucero head. Their bodies were painted,
I vory Chair.
board was justified In awarding a meat contract to a member of the prison was fined $10 and Salazar 15.
but not li the elaborate manner peAir furnaces,
who
The Morning
board at nearly two cents a pound more than other bidders'.'
A meeting of the W. 11 Andrews' culiar to the delight-maker- s
lor danced In Hiid out and among the
Journal, which stand for the late lamented fake reform, has not yet ex Republican club has been call-iDnnfinir
i i
Light, comfoi table, durable
I I II
UUUIIIIg,
I ...
J Tin
Super this evening at 7.30 o'clock In the others maintaining no certain posiplained that little matter of the H.iywaid meat dnil undt-Zelger
women
as
did
The
of
tions
the
floor
others.
the
hull
of
second
the
intendent Trelford.
Guttering, etc.
and especially adapted to hard
gar
k
building at the corner of Central of the dance wore a
... . i. (Railroad) avenue and Second street ment reaching to the knee. Their
t
service.
General Jobbing
Reports from all portions of New M.xko are to the effect thnt good to make airaiigemems for attendinga hair was allowed to flow free and
the Inauguration of George Curty
their llm.hs were bare.
soaking showers during the past week have placed the ranges In fine condigovernor
squaw
behind
her
Mexico.
Each
remained
of New
tion, and made the crops of Uie dry farming udvocates look likv "way back
his
and simulated
Edward Schrage, aged 23 years, malo partner
east." New Mexico will enjoy another prosperous year.
In
a
movement
modified degree. The
of
years
past
five
a
for the
resident
chantAlbuquerque, died yesterday morn- musicians kept up an eternal to
the
adhered
.
room on North Secoud ing and the dancers
It
an tihnl woman's life ing in hs
Once again the corset ha triumphed.
In tms rhythm with unerring precision. Af
During
his
residence
stieet.
may
as well steel themselves to city he has been In the employ of ter the first dance, w hich lasted about OCX)OOOOOCXXXXXXXXXXXX3rXX)0
Reformers
by warding off a heavy blow.
b
It has the W. K Trimble Livery company. half an hour, the dancers filed one
I
the fact that the corset is hooked up with femininity for keeps.
ROCkCr to match
The remains will be sent to his home by one past the Improvised shrine
come to stay.
patron
paid
saint.
homage
the
and
to
repeople
1ouls,
St.
in
where his
219
South
2nd
Strut
Next the second body of dancers
side. The deceased was well known
exactly
)i,
Levi P. Morton's butler has retired with a fortune of 1ih nini.
about the city and generally liked enme out and went through
Real Estate and Loans
same kind of a performance as
the
n
happy
disposition
account of his
been a waiter. Instead of an ordinary household servant but why dwell
Come and see our line of
he was known as "Happy" among His the first. Continuing all afternoon
needlessly upon dazzling figures ?
Agent ftrr
doing
dance
the two banls alternated
acquaintance.
OLD HICKORY FURNITURE
were
figures.
The various dances
Travelers' Insurance Co.,
mollified, yet all were of a similar
Eczema.
Uncle Sam, being placed in the position of a consumer by the powder
For the good of those suffering order. i bice during a slight InterI . f iicit. Cor n
trust, now understands how it feels to the rest of us.
with eczema or other such trouble, I mission the two Indians in the pony
Life and Accident,
engage,! in a chicken fight
wish to say, my wife had something make-u- p
Harry Thaw has engaged as his lawyer the man who nominated Judge of that kind and after using the doc- at which the iitin with the army
Company
The
tors' remedies for some time con- overcoat acted as referee and receivParker; and everybody knows what . happened to I'arker,
Writing Acc'dent Insurcluded to try ChamLerlain's Salve and ed the brunt of the battle himself
308-31- 0
. . Staab Building
W. Central Avenue
It proved to be better than anything
when he sought to interfere. A live
ance in the World.
rooster In the hands of one Of the
Still, Christian nations are likely to regard a "holy war" as the most she had tried. For sale by all
weapon
used. OOCXXXXXOOOCXXXXXXXXXXJOOOO
contestants was the
unrighteous of them all.
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Uncouth Looking Chap Had
NAMES HERS
Wandered In and Taken
Possession.
II

Gallons
of

GASSOLINE

ha ire or being drunk and disorder
The prisoner pleaded guilty to
the t'harge and was allowed to go
spon
the payment of a $5 fine.
fre
As recorded on the books at police
headquarters this case seems
,
but there is a story In
connection with the affair thus so
lightly disposed of.
First be It
known that lirown Is a respectable
young man whose principal falling Is
that he occasionally takes an over
dose of alcohol w hich hiis not been
denaturalized.
I!y reason of his peculiar consti
tution Hrown's system does not readily assimilate the drink that Is raging, which goes to prove that the
young man Is not a natural born
tank.
When the nery fluid enters
the stomach of Brown It does not
to stay there, but rushes to his
gTTTTTixrxxxxxxiixxxxm soem
brain and puts queer ideas Into hie
thinking- aparatus.
OOOCXJOUOCXXXXXXXXXXJOOCJOOOU
no
A Saturday night lag Is by
means an uncommon event, even in
the lives of those who are supposed
to know better.
This condition Is
I
sometimes arrived at by accident
many
good
man has found
a
and
X himself reposing ott the soft side of
a board In the city jaw on a unuay
5
Just because no rorgot to
g morning,
keep an eye on capacity guage and
took a few too many.
That Brown had a few drinks too
many Saturday night he admits; he
does not remember much about It,
but he is willing to be reasonable
with the evidence produced and con
fesses to what appears to have been
the fact. Furthermore, he confesses
that he was still In a
state on Sunday morning and that
he has no recollection of the place
where he laid down to aleep during
certain mysterious hours preceedlng
OF
the dawn of the Sabbath.
CHAPTKH II.
"Doc" Macbeth, the proprietor of
PROBATE COURT the nonular Booster cigar store on
Second street, arose bright and early
on Sunday mornitg from a refreBh
At the probate court this mnrninp ina- nitrht s a een and after making
place oi
the following mutters were disposed his toilet repaired toa his
room on the
business. "loc has
of by Probate Judge Jesus Komero:
building
and
top
of
the
floor
Barnett
apIteneranda de Gutierrez was
secured oy
door of the room
pointed administratrix of the estate the
pattern
a Tale lock of the latest
deceased,
of Maximiano Gutierrez,
I'pon leaving this room he locked It
Judge. S. Crolott and Junn
Oltin as
usual and felt sure that all was
were appointed the appraisers.
safe from disturbance.
The report In the estate of Justin
It was afternoon when he again
lano Garcia was approved.
visited the room for the purpose of
The final report of F. H. Strong a donning his glad rags, being bent up
Bar on attending the battle to be enacted
administrator of the estate of
barlta Uarela Apodaca. was approv at Traction park between the "Swns
d and administrator and bondcmen ttkas" and the Browns recently dedischarged.
feated by a score of 11 to 2. Doc
the stairs of the building
The petition of Pedro Jose San- mounted
room
jruardian
unpointed
of hi and went to the door of his wua
chez to be
In
Felipe Without an Inkling of what
brother nd sisters,
key
in the latch
Sanchez, 14 years of age. Francls- - store, he turned the
entered.
years
and
or see. an
uu ta Sanchez. 12
Man in Ills lied.
of
Silvio Johnson Sanchez, 5 years
upon
age, was granttx
his once spotless
There
couch lay a figure of a num. It was
not a nice, clean man garbed in im
maculate papamas: It was not a man
who wore the smile or innocence up
on his Hps In peaceful slumber, but
the figure of a man who nan
A
Sarprs n epd 1 vpnrs died it was
appearance of having last slept
at his home, 700 New York avenue the
in nothing more inviting than a gutyesterday, after an illness of several ter
or the city Iump. The slumberer
days.
had not taken the trouble to remove
A widow survives him, but owing his uncouth garments; even his mud
in yay nnriF ht.nith and the shock oc dy shoes remained upon his feet all
casioned by Mr. Sayers' death. Vie unaware or tne contaminating innu
will be taken to rori worm, xexus ence they exerriwd over the bed lin
tomorrow ior meaicai ireuiniem.
en. 1 lie mans race was not clean
neither had it been recently shaven
hiwiiiarniip
Hillt tWPnlV VCJITS flCI Altogether it was not a vision of the
where the husband followed his trade sleeping beauty that met the aston
and where they have isln-- cyi'3 of the popular cigar man
of Tra)Titer,
lived continually since. Their former
"Doc" was shocked. His first
was to lay violent hands upon
home was In Philadelphia, Pa.
The funeral services will be held the person who thus dared to obtrude, himself within the sacred preIn the chapel at Borders undertaK
aftel cincts of his chamber, but a saner
tomorrow
lng establishment
2
Idea came to his rescue and he deo'clock.
noon at
cided to trust the case In the hands
Subscribe for Th Evening Citizen of the city police. Accordingly he
hied himself to the street and got
Officer Knapp to repair with him to
the desecrated chamber.
The arm of the law rudely shook
the man upon the bed and the prostrate form was rudely awakened. It
arrived at consciousness slowly; Its
eyes were heavy, as was Its breath
and the odors emanating from its
filthy garments.
The officer and
"Doc" were surprised when the intruder opened his Jips to speak. He
did not speak .with the tongue of one
untutored, but In the dulcet tones of
one accustomed to refined society.
To be sure his voice was slightly
husky by reason of the rasping concoctions that had recently come In
contact wilh his throat, but there
was no distinguishing that the man
was not any ordinary hobo, though
his costume would have made the
of the
most confirmed gentleman
road blush with shame.
It was explained to the Intruder
that he would have to be transferred
to the quarters provided for transient guests at the city Jail.
Without a flutter of alarm the man
bowed politely and said he would be
to accompany his escort In a
leady
1..!
himmoment. He proceeded to
self up as best he could. He bathed,
muddy
clothes,
combed
brushed his
OPKX
his hair and then announced: "GenTmxlay.
Sutiirdais tlemen, I am ready."
ami SiiimIh.vs. l( to 12 . in., J to
CHAPTER III.
I), in.. 7:3(1 to 10:30 p. in.
"Why did you enter Mr. Mucbeth's
Admission liirliiilliiK Skauti -- j.
room without his authority?" asked
bAIHKS JltL.i:.
this
the judge at the police court
morning.
"Your honor, I will explain the
situation to the best of my ability,"
answered the prisoner. "I was Intoxicated. I admit, but I assure you
that I had no intention of entering
Cor. Stcond St. and Load Avo.
the room in which I was found
My presence there was th
PICTURES
and ILIUS result of a mistake. Sunday morning
MOVING
I was wandering
about the streets,
T RATED
SONGS
and, thotmh my memory is none too
vivid in the recollection of the events
which have taken place in the last
I'llfKMMM:
forty-eighours, I do remember
asking someone to refer me to a hoJINtury of a Pair of Ttoumt.
tel. Someone advised me to seek
Studio.
lodging in the Central hotel and gave
Itliwk
me the necessary directions for find1
The C'lianiM-r- .
ing that hostelry. Inadvertently
Ilobliy and til liulloou.
became confused In Journeying
Itluik Xur.
that place and wandered Into
1I,HTH TFI M)V(,gr
the Barnett building which Is Just1
across
the street from the place
"1VII Mollu-- r 1 11 lc Tln'PP."
was bound for. 1 ascended to the
Moon
"Wliun lilt llurvi
third vtury and entered the first
on the luwr."
room I came to which happened to
lie
A door led from
a vacant one.
( mil and Comfortitblf. I'k-iitof Sul
this room Into another an. I I turned
the knob. The door yielded and I
45 Mittutrtf of AmuMtitent.
found myself In a sleeping apartment. The bed there looked comfort-abJ- r
.cJ
und I inunediulely (lung jiie!f
ly.
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Beauty Parlors

SAW'S TEETH

Tt TV Kpnli siitrtnln.! a nl,.f,.l
Jury to his right hand while working on a rip saw at the new dormitory at the Indian school. Mr Scolt
riii)uuru uy (in I
A.
Hayden, and while In riicutr
the act of removing sawdust which had accumu- mieu upon me nencn, pushed his
right hand against the saw
splitting
the first three nnitrrs of his hand.
He was taken into the school buldlng
where Dr. J. S. Easterday was summoned and took several stitches In
the injured lingers.
The man remained at th school until this morning, whfii he was a'ble to be aroi:0.
again. It may be necessary to amputate two of the fingers.

Hair Dretnlng

Polishes and dressings for black,
tan, brown, white, plntc, blue and
gray shoes at C. May's Shoe store,
314 West Central avenue.

Justice of Peace, Precinct No.
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Meals at all Hours. First Class Service Private
Dining Rooms in Connection. Fresh Lobsters
and Blue Point Oysters Received Daily.
,

UnderSavoy Hotel
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Convenience - Comfort - Security
.

Tbe telephone makes the
.duties lighter, the cares less

and the worries fewer.
TOXT

COLLEGE,

Hats Cleaned and Blocked In
any Style Panamas a Specialty
Clothing
steam
ExCleaned and Pressed.
press Orders Attended
to
Promptly.

AND

IX TOUR nOSfft

THE COLORADO TELEPHONE CO.
OPO0OfsfOGOGOOOOQOOfl'Q
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FLY"

SCREENS

Pressed and Repaired. Goods Called for
n
Orders Given
and Delivered.
Prompt ttention
LET US CALL FOR YOUR CLOTHES
MRS. ROSE HENRY, Albuquerque, N. Mex.
tog-I- ll

,Jt

W. Silver, Rear Savoy Hotel.

Tel. 480

California
Excursions
Every Tuesday, Thursday and Saturday during

June, July, August

Corner
3rd St. & Gold Ave.

and September

Plione 580.

Return Limit Nov. 30

0C0C000C4KbK?0i

Extremely Low Rates

ENGINEERING,

PARATORY

preserres
telephone
Tlie
yonr health, prolongs your Hie
end protects yonr houie.

NEUD A TELEPHONE

9090909090909090909009000

Los Angeles and Return $35
San Diego, Coronado and Mill

University of New. Mexico

9.

covovovowoeovcvovovocoM

Woot Control

T

Residence 723 N. fourth St'.
a

Open Day and Night.

Clothe your family on $i.oo
per week

Collections made at Korber Building 124
N. Second Street From S to 12 a. m.
and 2 to 4 p. m.

Consult

Santa Fe Restaurant

Out-of-tow-

E. MAHARAM

Notary Public

Where to Dine Well

NORMAL,

COMMERCIAL

Return

$35

San Francisco and Return $45

PRE-

COURSES

Laun-

Bring us your oo TjorTt. Prices
the very l9west and the uork will
stand inspection anywhere. Business
and calling cards a speclaity.
We do It right. ROCCTI PRY.
perial Laundry Co.

f)

Im-

no 1 union ror new Mexico Students. Board and
Room on the College Campus.

dv.

Term Begins

i

Anonicr 1Q 1QH7

Particulars

From

T. E. PURDY, Agent

Safety of the Checking Account

1
s

When you pay your bills by check, you carry no money
on your person, it is net necessary. Your money is safe fn

Saddle horses a specialty. Best
drivers in the city. Proprietors of
"Sadie," the picnic wagon.
BAMBROOK BROS.
112 John Street
Phone 590,

the Bank.

REMEMBER
I

!

Guarantee every pair

of GLASSES I Fit to be

P. Matteucci
riRBT CLASS SHOEMAKER

ABSOLUTELY

AND RERAIRER

CORRECT

C. H. CARNES, O. D.

rirot

At YANOrVS,

Eastman Kodaks

Supplies Finishing (or AmaUura
loan Kodaks free.

Ftill

Get

Mon- -

4

W. G. TIGHT, President

Highland Livery

J

a.
L,lvery
unci
jslhtr Avenue.
W.

HAW LEY

Ths Leading Stationer.

AVE-

BANK

HENRY'S
Cleaning and Pressing Works

Your Credit is Good

ALBUQUITRQUK. N. M.

e

o

On the Corner

TO

(cccccooocooo

We manufacture all kinds
of Ladies' Hair Goods. Complete line of Switches, Pompadours, Puffs, Wigs, etc.
We carry a complete line
of Alleen Perg's Celebrated
Creams and Tonics, which are
especially prepared
for this
climate. Your patronage is respectfully solicited.

Wm. Wallace McClellan

IUG TALK.
Everybody buys rugs. But do you
buy a seamless?
Futrelle Furniture
ffij
Company.

IOS North

NEXT

PXiANING MILL
SUPERIOR
SEE OUR NEW BKICK BUILDING

Manicuring

Chlldrea'i Hair Calling

Mr. and Mrs. James Slaughter,
Subscribe for The Citizen ami get
Proprietors
the new
XZXXXXXZJ

Card signs, "Rooms Tor Rent."
"Board," etc.. for sale a the office of
The Evening Citizen.

ORKKM FRONT.

Fclal Mssssje
Electrolosl

Staimpooing
Scalp Treilment

er

aon-shav-

WEST RAILROAD

NUE

eastern-mad-

V .

lei-tuc-

Imperial

203

Door screens as strong as an ordinary door at prices that defy
e
screen doors In both strength and price. Window
screens that are as strong as a door at 7 cents per foot at ths

120 South Fourth St.

The knowing housewife keeps, her Gold Crowns
$6
f,
of fresh fruit,
Puinlcss Extracting.. .50c
cress and always a big bowl of
mayonnaise.
Where only a small
remnant of yesterday's roast is left ALL WORK ARSOI4TKLY GCR-AXTKB- i.
mayonnaise goes well with it; and
un coia iimi, or merely spread on
bread. wiUi a crisp lettuce leaf for
luncheon, with a glass- of iced tea or,
better still, fresh milk.
Jellied soups may be kept two
days, all the cold vegetables, us salads with French dressing, buttered
toast and perhaps a dish of berries or
Junket who could ask a more deliDRS. COPP an1 PETTIT.
cious and
ROOM 12. N. T. AK.MIJO BLIG.
wholesome
luncheon ?
Heavy roasts, fried meats, the everlasting potato, cooked beans,' are all
too
for hot weather.
Breakfast bacon. ce:ks in the manv
( possible forms
of serving,
cream
eneeses. stewed fruits, may replace
those foods that aie to be provided
for cold weather.

nrnr son

B. RUPPE

RIGHT

At Consistent
. Prices

TTZZXZZZXXXZXXZZXZXXaXXaaa
T,1b Parisian

,
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ARRIVE

Secretary of the Interior James R.
Garfield Is now in Phoenix, Ariz.,
and tomorrow he will leave, after
an inspection of Irrigation project!
In that vicinity, for the Grand Canyon of Arizona.
Here President E.
P. Ripley of the Santa Fe railway,
will Join the secretary and after a
two days' sightseeing tour of the
canyon, they will start east, arriving
In Albuquerque, as far as can now
be learned, about Friday afternoon.
They will spend the night here, going to Santa Fe the following day,
and thence back through this city
to El Paso, from which point they
will go direct Sunday evening to Fort
Worth, Texas, and thence to Washington.
This Is Secretary Garfield's first
visit to New Mexico and as this territory, together with Arizona are
practically under the control of his
department, he will make as thorough
an inspection as possible.
Nothing definite as to the time he
will arrive or the length of his visit
tan be announced until it is learned
how long the party will remain at the.
Grand Canyon.
It Is hinted today that the secretary may arrive In Santa Fe In time
to participate In the inauguration exercises Thursday, tiut this is not generally expected, as he can hardly arrive by that date unless he changes
his plans concerning his visit to the
(rand Canyon.

gi-erall-

Alva ratio.
Joe Williams, El Paso: Samuel
Bean, El Paso; Max B. Fitch. El
Paso; Chas. R. Williams, Denver; JJ.
C. Bickford. Lake Valley: John E.
Nelson, Belen: C. B. Nichols. Chi
cago; Liouis Kicih, Chicago; Mrs. L.
C. Graton. Washington;
MH Allen,
Cincinnati; A. D. I'a'.ren, Boston; A
B. Clements.
Trenton, Mo.; E. J
Camper. Denver; J. b. Bridges, New
York; Byron F . Marshall, Valley
icancn; t'. w. B. Harlen. St. Louis;
Parker X. Black. Cimarron: C. H
Rollins, Denver; N. J. Envaid, New
torn; f'has. B. Kchman.
LotiU;
W. L. Coley, St. Louis; XI. P. Phelpo
Topeka; F. W. M.iohell. Omaha.
St urge
E. O. Lewis. St. LouU; Mr". 11. A
Avery, Socorro; John E. Neli-mChi
cago; Alexander Read, Santa Fe: Ve
bert Joell, St.f Louis; N. Y. E'vald
New York: J. L. Cook. Estanila: J
R. McFarland, Belen; J. H. H'tk- land, Denver.
(.rami Central.
F. D. Ward, Denver: W. H. King
Bl Paso; Arthur Hower. St. I. juij:
B. H. Lambcrsun.
St. Ljuis; Earl
Johnson, St. Louis; Mr. and Mrs. E.
Drugan, Uallup;
S.
Klino, Helen;
Alexander L. Stewart, Moiiarlty; E.
J. Howard, Las Vega.s; D. Hayed, Las
Vegas; Wm. Jones, La8 Vegas.
Savoy.
W. H. Harrison, , Fort
V. II. Nichols, Belen;
Ariz.;
I. T.
Stripling, E. Las Vegas; J. W. V,
Kansas City; C. S. Chalfarl. El
Paso; T. R. Slockett, Fort Collins,
Colo.; Mrs. Jordon
and daughter.
Springer; Frank Stowe, Denver.
CihIko.
J. W. Camp, El Paso; M. J. Collins, Denver; W. W. Graham. Charleston, W. Va; A. Lopella, Kansas City.

to be washed over.
dry Co,

PRESCRIPTIONS

FRIDAY

There will be an lmpnrtant meet
ing at the Commercial club this af
ternoon at 4:30 o clocX to discuss the
proposition of an automobile stage
line between Albuquerque and the
Estancla valley.
At this meeliivt
there will be present Messrs. N. Mc- Closky and A. II. uarnett of
who represent the company
which wishes to establish the stage
line. The matter was brought up a
few weeks ao and It was promised
that It would receive the consideration of the local business men, but
as yet nothing ha been done. The
proposition set forth by the new com
pany is that if tne people of Al
buquerque win agree to subscribe fftr
250 tickets at $10 each for the flrt
year, the company will at once order
tne automobiles and begin operations.
wttn assurance that this number pf
rides will be taken the first vear
the company Is willing to risk the
rest. The idea has been well received
oy local business men and it Is
y
believed that this stage rouie
would be of direct benefit to the city
In improving the traveling facllU"s
between this city and tile rich
valley. ...The company
does
,
1.
wl.k
nor tiues ,.11 Uc- ,4di. n prii11 riui'k,
niflnd that the money for the sun- scribed tickets be entrusted to them.
nicy as oniy mat ten dollars be
deposited In the bank for each ticket where It shall remain until the
person uses his ticket.

Sir:
In compliance with your request
mat chairman or tne county central
committees of the different partitp
of the territory of New Mexico name
five citizens to act In conjunction
with your committee as a general ter.
rltorial inaugural reception committee, 1 am Instructed by Hon. Frank
A. Hubbell, chairman of the repub
lican central committee lor Berna
lillo county, to submit
to you as
mernibers from this county, the names
of the foillowlng gentlemen:
W. B.
cniiders, w. &. strlckler, Thomas A.
Hubbell, E. W. Dobson. M. C. Ortiz.
By order of the chairman.
NESTOR MONTOYA.
Secretary Republican Central Com
mittee for Bernalillo County.
HOTKIi ARRIVALS.

refrigerator full

WE FILL

Club Will Meet Program of His Trip Has Not
Been Definitely
at 4.30 Today For
Announced.
That Purpose.

5, 1507.

mmmW

MAY

TO

GARFIELD

tint

Commercial

Hon. M. A. Otero,
Chairman
Territorial Inaugural
Reception Committee, Santa Ft,

hoi

pagb

ESTANCIA

OF

X. M., Aug.

LINE

STAGE

lUwptlou Committer.
In compliance with the request of
Hon. M. A. Otero, of Santa Fe, chair
man of the territorial Inaugural reception committee, the following let
ter was today sent t him by Secretary Nestor Montoya, of the Bernalillo county republican central committee, which is self explanatory:
Alibuoucruue,

CITIZEN.

WILL DISCUSS AN AUTO SECRETARY

CHATTER, I.
Tlubboll,
of Bernalillo
Tiert Chairman
A man elvlnic the name of
Count)' I5ciMilli nil Central Comns arraigned before Police
Itrown
mitter, Appoint Five for
Judge t'ralg this morning on a

for

II

down upon It. The rest Is a blank.
I do not know how long I remained
as the uninvited guest of Mr. Macbeth, but truly I had no Intention
of Imposing upon him.
It was as
- me as to him
much a surprise
and found
when I was awakened
what I had done. I nave seen him
this morning and apologized for my
actions and he has bepn gracious
enough not to press a charge against
me. for which I feel thankful.
That
s all, your honor."
put
a
on
bolt
the other
"Doc" had
door this morning.
t-
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W. Central

1
Telephone 5T.
--

You can write out a check for the amount you wish to
you check against your money in the 15ank.
Your check book is of no value to anyone The checks
you issue are good only to the party to whom they are made.
We offer exceptional facilities fur both large and small
pay

accounts.
We solicit your account.

THE BANK OF COMMERCE
Albuquerque, New Mexico.
CAPITAL AND SURPLUS $200,000
ten

Citizen Want Ads for Results

ALBUQUERQUE

PAGE SIX.
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JEW MEXICO

MRS. MARY BAKER

EDDYl

CITIZEN.

EVENING

MONDAY,

MONTEZUMA TRUST CO.
FACE MURDER

TWO PIIOTOUKAl'IMC VII'AVS OF MRS. EDDV.

FLAGSTAFF

1

E

Iff

Distinctive Features of One

From Jail.

Instructor.

Spanish-Am-

.

s

-

I will mall you free, to prove merit,
samples of my Dr. Snoop's Restora-Ivand my Book on either Dyspep-

e,

sia. The Heart or The Kidneys.
Troubles of the Stomach, Heart or
Kidneys are merely symptoms of a
deeper aliment.
Don't make the
common error of treating symptom
nly. Symptom treatment is treating
the result of your ailment, and not
the cause. Weak Stomach nerves
the Inside nerves mean Stomach
And the Heart,
weakness, always.
and Kidneys as well, have their controlling or Inside nerves.
Weaken
these nerves, and you Inevitably have
organs.
Is
weak vital
Here
where
Dr. Shoop's Restorative has made Its
fame. No other remedy even claims
to treat the "Inside nerves."
Also
for bloating, biliousness, bad breath
or complexion, use Dr. Shoop's ReWrite me today for samstorative.
ple and free Book.
Dr. Shoop. Racine, Wis. The Restorative Is sold by
II dealers
Life Iiiriuraiioe.
For twenty-riv- e
cents you can now
yourself
Insure
and family atsaliiht
any bad results from an attack of
colic or diarrhoea during t lie summer months. That is the price of a
bottle of Chamberlain's Colic, Cholera and Diarrhoea Remedy, a medicine that has never been known to
fail. Buy It now. It may save life.
For sale by all druggists.

Phoenix. Ariz.. August 5. Fran
Valenzuela died this morning
at the coun'y hospital of Injuries indicted by
Romero at Mesa last
r riuay.
The two men were quarreling, and
Valenzuela.
ho was evidently about
half drunk, began to strike at Rii
mero with a club. Romero retaliated
witn a piece, of Iron, catching Valenzuela on the bridge of the r.ose and
crushing- in the skull.
Saturday night some one on the
out-id- e
pried the lock oft the door "f
the cell In which Romero was held
pending the result of the injuries of
Valenzuela.
Romero has not since
Mr. Mary llukcr Eddy, from licr been seen. Ilore .Missing,
niowt iwmt photograph,
Henry Davis of Mesa missed two
horses Sunday morning after Romero
that she still spends a little time each took Frenoh leave of his
south side
day at work at her desk.
menus and suspicion was at once
From this room the doors stand directed against him, but there is no
open to other rooms above stairs. All positive evidence that the fugitive
these are furnished as unpretentious took the animals. From the tracks
that led away from the stable It ap
ly as Mrs. Eddy's own apartments.
that the horses were merely
It is the same in the rooms down- peared
the team of some passerhv.
In one front room a large iouowing
stairs.
They
turned aside at several
Illuminated hymnal, presented to Mrs. places had
to
nibble weeds and roadside
Ed(ly by the earl of Dunmore, one grass.
of her followers, is the principal orAt noon today t"nder Sheriff Wood
nament.
In another a marble baa
relief of Mrs. Eddy hangs on the received a telephone message irom
tne aubhoities a'. Mesa saying that a
wall under glass.
There is little else that has at- man had been arrested there who is
tracted the attention of the occa- supposed to be the man who broke
sional visitors admitted to the house. the lock on Romero's cell door and
escape.
his
He will be
The furniture is what might be found allowed
in any of the other homes in this brought to Phoenix this afternoon for
safe keeping.
quiet nelghborhaad.
Mrs. Eddy's own apartments open
Three t'liargcs.
out only a balcony above the veranda
Valenzuela was brought to the
From this balcony she formerly ad- county
hospital last night and dltja
dressed the throngs of Christian Sc- this morning
without regaining conientists to whom this home was a sort sciousness.
of Mecca, to which, until a few years
Tomorrow morning the corDn?rV
ago, they made summer pilgrimages. Inquest
held and a number cj
From this balcony the view is of witnesseswillwillbe be
brought from Mesa
fields and groves and orchards across to testify concerning
the circumstana wide valley. Beyond the line of ces surrounding
the
affair.
hills on the other side and only a few
are
charges
possible
There
three
miles away Is the place w here this murder, Jail breaking and horse
stealleader of a religion was born.
ing upon which the fugitive can bo
prosecuted.
If you want anything on earth, you
can get It through the want columns
of The Evening Citizen. We get re- -i
Subscribe fur The Citizen and get
suits.
the news.
clseo

s

The military feature of the Institute is under the Instruction of Lieutenant-Colonel
W. S.
liarlow, who
was detailed last year by the war
Col.
department for that purpose.
Barlow was graduated from the na1897.
academy
in the class of
tional
He nerved in Cuba through the
erican
war, ajid was soon afterwards promoted to the rank of
Although Colonel Barlow-Icaptain.
still a young man, he has had
much experience In both garrison
and field duty, and he, together with
the other officers ut the instiute, have
brought the military standard to a
high state of protlcency.
Although the military feature is,
of necessity, most prominent in the
school, it in no manner detracts from
the academic work, but, to the contrary, assists that department In securing a greater amount of class
work than would otherwise be the
case. The military department Insures prompt and regular attendance
upon classes, perfect discipline, and
above all Its gives a training to the
body which would not be obtained
by any other method. The physical
condition of the cadets at the New
Mexico military Institute never fulled
to attract attention from all who
had the opportunity to observe them.
They are strong, healthy fellows, and
on account of being out of doors to
such a great extent, they have the
appearance
soldiers
of seasoned
ready for campaign work.
The New Mexico military Instiute
is a high grade training school for
young men, offering a thorough academic course of study together with
perfect military training to the boys
of the west, and It Is being loyally
supported by all who understand Its
methods. It has not only met with
by
success In securing recognition
government,
but it
the national
stands In high favor with the citizens
Every year the deof this territory.
mand for admission becomes greater
and greater until it Is becoming a
question of providing iiuarters ami
selecting the best material
from
among the numerous applicants.
Plans Drawn for Now Buildings.
Although the Institute has authorized bonds to the amount of almost
$50,000. It has not been able as yet
to dispose of the same. It will probably be another year
before new
buildings will be started.
However,
the regents are looking to the future, and will be prepared to erect
one of the best plants In the country
Just as soon as money can be provided. Early last spring the board
of regents had a consultation
with
Kapp Brothers, architects, and employed them to make complete plans
for grounds and buildings at the
military instiute. These plans are
now in course of preparation, and
great care will be taken In the location of all buildings, so that the
school may have ample opportunity
to grow- and to provide larger accommodations whenever same may
become necessary.
The next session opens September 2d. and the report comes from
Koswell that but very few
vacant
rooms are left. The authorities report, that from the present prospects
they believe it will be necessary to
refuse something like sixty or seventy applicants, on account of limited
quarters.
However, this affords an
opportunity for selecting good material. It Is hoped tciat the already
high standard of the school will, In
this manner, he ralsd.

MEXICO

Capitol and surplus, $100,000

Refuse to Attend
Either Meetings or Business Affairs.

Assailant Escapes

pt

L

rVstrV

Victim of Assault Dies After Aldermen

of Greatest Institutes
In Country.
school,
The territory's military
which la located In Roswell, the capital city of the sreat Pecos valley,
has now been fully recognized by the
United States war department as one
of the leading military educational
institutions outside of West Point.
Within the past eighteen months the
inInstitute has been three tln-.espected by army officers sent to Koswell for that purpose, all of whom
made complimentary reports regarding not only the perfect military feature of the school, but of Us thorough academic work and comprehensive course of stud;.' as well.
One of the officers who visited the
school last spring and made a
thorough Investigation of the work,
in writing to the superintendent, expressed himself In part as follows:
"Please permit me to say that
your Institution Is one of the most
well-keprosperous,
healthiest,
looking military schools that I have
ever teen outside of the national academy at West Point.
Such an Institution certainly reflects credit on the territory and upon those Individuals who have Us
management in charge.
"The nation needs lots of Just such
schools that send their graduates into civil and military life Imbued with
the high qualities of honor, and with
plenty of grit to push any good or
righteous undertaking to success,
l.iciitcimiil-t'oloni- 'l
Military
Ilarlow

.
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MUST MANDAMUS

FUGITIVE

AND HER SIMPLE HOME LIFE

MILITARY

AlC.tST

Mrs. Eddy taken while slic Mood on
lior tialcoiiy addressing a party of licr
followers.
An Intimate Sketch of Mrs. Kddy's
Appcarum-ami I Ionic Lire Today.
Concord, X. H., August 6. A lar&f,
airy room, comfortably
furnished.
At one side a desk and close by a
comfortable arm chair.
Here Mrs.
Eddy now spends most of her time
each day.
The house Is an ordinary frame
building, attractive but not pretentious. A veranda extends across the
front. About It lie well-kegrounds
and at one aide a small artificial lake.
In this house, In the partment on
the second floor, where Mrs. Eddy
lives, the thoughts of he thousands
she was won to her faith center.
Mrs. Eddy Is 86 years old now. Her
hair Is white, and her form slender,
almost fragile, as are her slim hands.
Kindliness and power. These qualities may be read In her eyes, which
are blue, and In her face, which is
high, full forehead surmounts.
Simple Life.
Women who surround Mrs. Eddy
In her home
life are students of
Christian Science who come to Concord to live with her for a month
or several months at a time and to
assist In the management
of the
household.
The life she lives Is very quiet and
very simple.. Those about her say
e

pt

'

Flagstaff. Ariz.,
August 5. Mandamus proceedings have been instituted In the district court in Flagstaff
to convpel the town council of that
place to meet and fix the annual tax
levy and perform other oftlclal duties
which have been neglected during the
past month on account of the absence
of the mayor and three of the members, constituting a majority, from
the regular meetings.
From the statements
made here
yesterday 'by a prominent citizen and
taxpayer of Coconino county. It appears that a peculiar state of affairs
has existed In the municipal affairs
of Flagstaff for many months.
The
council, whloh consists of six members. Is divided Into a working majority, and a minority. Alderman
fJeorge F. Manning, George Blacjt,
Sr., Hen Doney, Sr., with A. A. Fisher, who Is ill in Douglas, and Mayor
Leo F. Vercamp, who is indefinitely
aibsent in the east, constitute what
is known as the working majority,
and Alderman J. O. Herrlngton and
John Donahue, the working minority.
Minority ll'lpl'.M.
The minority, while hopelessly outnumbered, has obstructed the tactics
of the majority In many ways, it is
alleged, and since the departure of
Mayor Vercamp and Alderman Fisher
from the city, both have failed to attend the council meetings which prevented the transaction of any business, as no quorum could be obtain-
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Summer
Luncheons

YIJ

Pabst Blue Ribbon Beer is the ideal summer drink. It is cooling,
satisfying and refreshing. It makes the enjoyment of the outdoor luncheon
complete, for it is a food as well as a drink.
Pabst brews for food qualities as well as for purity and flavor. Pabst
found the only way to get all of the food-valuout of the barley-grai- n
was to follow Nature in making the malt, by growing it slowly and
scientifically, and he therefore perfected the Pabst Eight-Da- y
Malting
Process. Pabst Malt is richer in nutriment than other malts.
es

i

BlueRibbon
Pabst
The Beer
of Quality-i-

s

a more healthful, wholesome food than other beers. The Pabst Perfect Brewing
Process blends the rich food values of Pabst Eight-DaMalt with the tonic properties
of the choicest hops under conditions that insure positive purity, while reducing the
percentage of alcohol to the minimu- m- less than
Pabst Blue Ribbon is the ideal family beer, because of its food values, its purity
and its remarkably small amount of alcohol, making it a truly temperance drink.
When ordering beer ask for Pabst Blue Ribbon.

OffCm

AND DIRmCTOItB
JOSHUA 8. RAYNOLDS
Presides!
M. W. FLOURNOT
'president
vie.
FRANK UcKU
Caahl.r
R. A. FROST
AMliUnt Cashier
H. T. RAYNOLDi
Director

116118
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Authorised Capital
Paid Up Capital, Surplus, and Profits
Depository for Atchison, Topeki
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A BANK FOR
ALL THE PEOPLE

ALL THE TIME
STATE NATIONAL BANK
ALBUQUERQUE
2nd od Cold

2nd mod Cold

GROSS, KELLY & CO., INC.

A. W. GLEASON,

Kennedy's
Laxative
Cough Syrup

Wool, Hide and Pelt Dealers
ALBUQUERQUE AND LAS VEGAS

Whose Fault Is It?
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WEAK KIDNEYS Try
For BACKACHE
OtWltt'i Kldntj Hi Bladder Pilli-- Eun
and
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Thos. F. Keleher
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GRANDE

LUMBER

CO,

Phone 8

Corner Third and Marquette

C.

408 Watt Ralltoad Avtnat
7

TOTI A O RA Dl
Dealers In Groceries, Provisions, H
Grain and Fuel.
Fine Line of Imported Wines Llquo- and Cigars. Place your orders fr
this line with us.
NORTH TH ID
IlJ-m-M- T

Ernest Meyers & Co.,
W. Silver Ave., Albuquerque.
Phone 125.

i

The plan of your new house may
..
yr
hft
uiuoss you nave good
' I"
building material you're going to be
disappointed "That's 'What!" "It's
up to you" to Insist that every stick
of lumber that goes Into your house
comes from this house then you'll
get the right thing at the right price
every time.
RIO

DEVOES READY PAINT
One Gallon Covers 600 Square Pei
PALMETTO ROOF TAINT
Slope Leaks, Lasts Five Xeeura.
JAP-A-LA-

j

GROSS, KELLY & CO., INC.

CONTAINS H05EY IKS TAR
Relieve Cold by working them out of
the system through a copious and healthy
action of the bowel.
Coughs by cleansing- the
Relieves
mucous membrane of the throat, chest
and bronchial tube.
"As pleasant to the taste)
as Maple Sugar"

Children Like

j

NEW MEXICO

Wholesale Grocers

3i.

And Bottled only at the Brewery.

Solicits

ifHumoniHls rrce.
r . J. CHENEY r CO., Props.,
Toledo, Ohio.
Take Hall's Family Pills for constlua
tlon.

y

Made by Pabst at Milwaukee

and

FOR THE ATCHISON, TOPEKA AND SANTA FE RT.

ALBUQUERQUE,

Notary Public.
Hall's Catarrh Cure Is taken Internally
and acts directly on the blood and mu
cous surfaces of the system.
Bend for

Sll,

Facllltl,

FIRST NATIONAL BANK

The following pensions have beer,
granted to New Mexicans:
Mary W. Harrison, Albuquerque,
$12 per month from Oct. 27, 1906.
and i additional for Ave minor children.
Komolo Barela, San Rafael, $12
per month from Feb. 27. 1907.
Antonio Chaves, Tucumcari, $20
per month from March 11, 19U7.
Jose Ramos Pena, Cuba, $12 per
month from March 9, 1907.
Felipe Segura, Mora, $12 per month
from March 12, 1907.
John Harlslen, Tolar, $12 per
month from March 9, 1907.
Edward Krum.page-l- , Santa Fe, $12
per month from March 18, 1907.
Edgar H. U. Chew, Albuquerque,
$10 per month from May 1, 1907.
The following postofllces have been
established In New Mexico:
Buchanan, Guadalupe county, F.
N. Page appointed postmaster.
Perry, Quay county, Charles O.
Eddy appointed postmaster.

(Seal.)

.j.

mm, ...

OFFICERS AND DIRECTORS
Luna, President; W. 8. Strtckler, V. P. and Cashier; W.
Johnson. Asst. Cashier: Wm. Mcintosh. J. C. Bald ridge, Solomon Luna, A. M. BlaokwelU
Geo. Arnct, O. E. Cromwell.

u.

A. D.

mi

Bolomon

10 NEW MEXICANS
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DEPOSITS

Extends to Depositor t Every Proper Accommodation,
New Accounts Capital, SISO.000.00.

regular July meeting the annual tax rate and levy la fixed, according to law, but as only a minority was present the meeting was
called and adjourned, and mandamus
proceedings were then instituted with
a view of compelling the members to
attend and take otlicial action fh the
matter.

D.

SAVINGS

With Ample Means and Vn.inrpaaMd

ed.
At the

"Washington,

ON

I

State of Ohio, City or Toledo,
Lucas County. s.
Frank J. Chenney makes oath that he
Is senior partner of the firm of F. J.
Cheney ft Co.. doing business in the
City of Toledo, County and Btate aforesaid, and that said firm will pay the sum
of ONE HUNUHED DOLLARS for each
and every case of Catarrh that cannot
be cured by the use of Hall's Catarrh
Cure.
FRANK J. CHENEY.
Sworn to before me and subscribed In
my presence, this 6th day of December,

l

ALLOWED

THIRD STREET

Meat Market
Kinds of Prewh and halt
8 1 earn Sausage Factory.
F.MIL KLIKNWOK?
Masonic Building, North TUrd
AU

OT

n .rTTlQTffH

11T1

L. B. PUTNEY
THE WHOLESALE

fPOfPR

I

FLOUR, GRAIN AND PROVISIONS
Carries the largest and Most Exclusive Stock of 8taple Groceries la
In the Southwest

FARM AND FREIGHT WAGONS
RAILROAD AVENUE.

Itr.

ESTABLISHED

ALBUQUERQUE, N.

1

!

:
M

AV(iV?T

MONDAY.

EVENING

'ALBUQUERQUE

1007.
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1,000 LEPERSLIVECAREFREE1N LONELINESS
anHonolulu, August
6. The
nouncement In Oakland, Onl., that
Mrs. Col. French, of the Salvation
Army, has decided to devote the reminder of her life to the spiritual
and physical care of the 1,000 poor
lepers of Molokai Is likely to create
more Interest on the mainland than
here.
No one here feeis that the leners
are In the RliKhtest neglected either
physical!. There are eight churchoa
now,
In the "settlement
hesides a
Young Men's Christian association.
As to their physical care, there Is
probalily not a village of a thousand
people anywhere elfe In the world
where the people are so generally
well cared fur.
The disease Itself,
except In Jts last stages, does not
usually Interfpre greatly with the enjoyment and comfort of the patient.

AT M0L0KAI

AW

N

Zt

SMELTER

ft

1

Big

Plant at Prescott

1IEI.P WANTED,

Will Be tiELP WANTED

Overhauled By New
Owner.
rrescott,

August 5.
doubtedly the most important
deal
consummated In the mining Industry
In Arizona in recent years was thai
in which Thomas W. Laiwsou and as
became owners of the ma
sociates
ILmO LcfiJ
Jority of the stock In the Humboldt
'"Iiiiiw' 111 ' s )
smelter, thereby obtaining control of
the plant and other property Delong
Ing to the corporation.
A lead stack for the treatment
of lead ores will be one of the first
A cam
Improvements undertaken.
palgn to dispose of the company
treasury stock will be Inaugurated
and the funds thus raised will not
it
only be used for enlarging the smel
ter but to develop on a mammoth
1'
I. ff 1J I
scale the DeSoto and Blue Bell and
the other mines for which the Ari
zona Consolidated Smelting company
SumMiiHlliiK B"
llristilence of Moloknl Irpcr settU-iiiciiIs a holding corporation.
Persons
troplcnl In verdure, and tlio nioiiiUaliiH rt.i! 400 feet bImivo Uic vUIukc.
who are In a position to know state
cam
nis
starts
when
that
lwson
he can go wherever he likes In the palgn, Yavapai
All Necessities Provided.
county will receive
At Molokai all are provided with settlement.
more advertising of its resources and
food,
and houses by the UniKnjoy Sixirts.
Its great possibilities for Investment
ted States government, with medical
than during the entire period of its
sports
are
Horse races and other
attendance and physicians. Many of Indulged
In freely.
There are ain
them have friends who send them letile organizations,
from New York s ate that
shooting clubs,
money.
circles
dnhatlng societies, political organiza- It is the opinion In financial
The board of health provides work tions. There are pianos and organi there that it is the Amalgamated
backing
Lawson in his
at fairly remunerative wages for all and other musical instruments with crowd that is
who are able to perform It and want out number in the settlement.
Arizona ventures, but this is oniy
upon
circumstantial
conjecture,
It. The result Is that the lepers have
based
But every leptr knows he Is here evidence. If it be true,
the opera- a care-fre- e
life In a delightful cli- awaiting
awful
doom
his
the
doom
syndicate
In Yavapai
money
of
the
Lions
mate, with
for luxuries and that makes
Ha
welcome.
death
will bring aiiout an era of
enjoyment.
knows he Is an exile from home, county
activity only paralleled by that of
There Is plenty of ipasturage In the from the world; that here he must Montana.
settlement, and every leper Is given stay, far as the ends of the earth
Have IiOiur Itocn NecotlHtlng.
free pasture for one horse. h,very from friends and loved ones, until
Negotiations for the transfer of the
leper ha9 at least one horse, so that the last summons comes.
property were opened early In Hit
spring, and It Is reliably reported
Lawson
that the man who Interested V.
Mid
The amount agreed on in the venture was Ocorge
been attracting considerable atten- ownership.
man
mining
tion owing to the finding of high was $350,000 and the first payment dleton. a well known
grade ore in the North Blsbee De- was $12,000. The men who bonded who organized the Bradshaw Moun
Retain Copper Mining and Smelling
it lost no time In development.
velopment company's property.
cently a strike of ore of high values company, and who later toon ovei viie
Installing Irniiuic.
wood
was made In the North Star claim.
Interests of the old Val Vcr.Ja sine!
The work of Installing a new
people have re- ter.
The
lined pump has been in progress at
The original company was the oiu
the Holbrook shaft of the Copper ceived returns on a shipment sent to
yueen. The reason for using wood Phoenix recently. Tihey came In con- Val Verde Copper company, L,td., or
by C. li. Fennell and others,
ganlzed
unexpectedly
protect
a
to
with
lined pipe is
the iron from tact
30
the acid in the water. A pump of ledge of stuff which showed not a about ten years ago. cm January ou
this kind has been in use for the stain of copper. It was a dull brown 1K04. the Val Verde ,people solil
Copper
Mountain
be
to the Bradshaw
past two years and a half and is stii! color and they decided they would
in very good condition, whereas the lucky if It carried iron, since there Mining and Smelting company, orga
ordinary life of an unprotected pipe was so much of It. They were more nlzed by Mlddleton and others. On
At the than gratified to get a return show- June 15. 1006, this company was ab
is only about 10 months.
sorbed bv the Arizona Smelting com
Czar shaft the work of enlarging one ing 6.3 per cent cepper.
tmnv. and in this new company. Mr
of the compartments in order to afMlddleton received a large block off
ford roqm for pump columns was
is
stock. The principal slockholdetv
commenced during the week and
being pushed steadily forward. Thq GRANT COUNTY AT
the new company later bought the
Copper Coibre mine and organized Jt
station on the 200 level is now well
under the corporate title of the
under wav and should be complete.!
Mining company; lii! Blue. Bell
CURRY INAUGURATION
within a short time. The founda
mine was purchased anJ has since
tions for t.he new power house are
being laid. on the completion of
been operated by the Arizona .xpi.r
atlon company.
which the work of constructing the
Silver City, N. M., August 5.
Plenty of Ore.
superstructure will be immediately
)
delegation
large
a
Quite
taUpn 11 n.
When the smelter was built, It wai
county
will
of
attend
residents
rant
sun,nosed
that its facilities were I
Work at the Cochise has ben
the Inauguration of Oovernor Curry In advance of the times, and the man
prosecuted steadily, tout there has at
Fe. Both the democratic aeement were apprehensive that i
been nothing of interest developed. and Santa
organizations have c large a plant had been built. In les:
The shaft Is being sunk and work lectedrepublican
delegation
a
from this CQUiily than three months they saw thel
forsteadily
In various drifts is going
to attend.
mistake, for the ore came piling
ward.
from all over the territory. Th
In Yuma District. Patagonia
building of the smelter stimulated un
A deal is pending in the
Kiidorsed by the County.
100
precedented activity, prospects an
about
will
Otseinvolve
"The most popular remedy in
district which
gold
and copper mining claims go county, and the best friend of my mines that had lain idle for years
ta
many of which have been opened
family," writes Wm. M. Dletz. editor were opened up, and soon the smel
ter was falrlv swamped with ore
a large extent a few having operat. and publisher of the Otsego Journal
storage bins o
ing plants, machinery, shafts, etc, Gllbertsvllle, N. Y., "Is Dr. King's Originally thirty-si- x
Aside from the mining
on them.
New Discovery. It has proved to be about 8.000 tons capacity were built
Inclaims the deal, it is said, will
an Infallible cure for coughs and but they were inadequate ana mor
clude the Patagonia townslte and a colds, making short work of the were provided.
In the 'beginning the blast furnac
number of buildings thereon, besides worst of them. We always keep a
considerable realty outside of that bottle in the house. I believe It to capacity wan 10,000 tons a month
county
V.a
ttiA mnuf ,.l,ial,la
ni.wirl ntlAn was later increased to 15,000 ton
town in Santa Cruz
remveu ui "" known for lung and throat diseases.' and now it is planned to enlarge th
Details nave
No detinil
gold strike made norm 01 rdirau. t Guaranteed to never disappoint the ranacltv to 20.0(10 tons.
hv J. Fred Xottbusch. An assay tak t.iker, by nil druggists. Price 50c and figures have ever been given out a
an
a
distance
ore
to
for
the
value
treated
of
the
en from surface rock
$1.00. Trial bottle free.
nuallv. but It Is understood that
of 4.000 feet returns $4.65 a ton. A
feet and the
will approximate $4,000,000.
ahaft has been sunk 10 assays
To show
I'll stop your pain tree.
$12.40.
ore in which it beds
you
ppnny
you
spend
a
Is
before
in
first
on
claims
five
work
Location
progress. The ledge is from 40 to what my Pink Pain Tablets can do, 1 NEW BUILDINGS
100 feet wide along the length of will mall you free, a Trial Package ot
them Dr. Shoop's Headache Tablets.
three claims.
FOR SILVER CIT
It Is reported that the people who Neuralgia, Headache, Toothache, Pehave the Mayhew Strike under bond riod pains, etc., are due alone to blood
in
Shoop's
time
congestion.
Headacha
Dr.
and who have a considerable payment
the
Tablets simply kill pain by coaxing
which to complete
Silver City. N. M., August
thereon, purpose soon to pay the away the unnatural blood pressure. (SHflal.) Silver City is to have an
amount due on the property and That Is all. Address Dr. Fhoop, Ra- other handsome buslnes block upon
come at once Into full and permanent cine, Wis. Sold by all dealers.
which work will be commenced
once.
The demand for store room
In this city Is such that Mrs. W. II
Kilburn hus decided to erect a tw
story business block, comprising fou
large store rooms on the groun
floor, and the upper story will be
used as a hotel. The building will
be constructed upon the east half of
the block upon which the Elks built
their large new opera house and club
rooms, in the heart of the business
section of the town. It in aJso understood that Max Svhultz will erect a
large store room on flie corner of
the Kime
at once.
Cn- -

Ariz.,

clot-hin-

of
of lipro..v.
iirotlH-Iuih tiwn in colony
25 years, but luis not contracted
r

Diinileii.
JoM'ph

who

conii-ml-

c

iIUhI

LARG E

E

Ibex-Plomo- sa

OF

70-fo- ot

1
Good Showing Made During

July In Arizona's
ing Fields.
I)ibee,

Ariz., August

5.
July will
tonnuge than any
month so far this year for the Bis-beca.mp.
More men are at work
than for months past and men are
arriving daily. All the companies uie
shipping their normal ore supply to
the smelters at Douglas.
A general review of the situation
shows that the mines are running
with normal forces, the output Is being steadily
increased
and sma.l
prciertie are making rapid head-

show

a larger

e

way.
On account

of the long climb to

the Shattuck .property, Superintendent I'attison has made arrangements
with the Copper Queen management
to have the men working in the
.Shattuck lower through
the Czar
They now go down at this
shaft.
shaft to the 2u0 level and travel under ground to the S00 of the Shattuck, the hard climb being eliminated.
On account of the pressing business requiring their attention In the
east, the directors of the Shattuck-Arizon- a
were unand
able to come west as they had exacted to, but It Is understood that they
wHl be in the district within the nex;
couple of weeks. At that time all
of the plans in regard to the
to be constructed at Douglas
will be gone over and the various
contracts let. The district west of
the city In Tombstone canyon ha.s
iJeim-Arizo-

iF that Is your
crying need, a want ad In The
Evening Citizen's want column
assure you of plenty of
WANTED.
WANTED At once: muckers. $2 and
board: also carpenters. Steady Job,
good pay.
Colburn's Employment,
109 West Silver avenue.
WANTED Two or three rooms for
light housekeeping,
furnished or
Also stable room for
unfurnished.
one horse. Z., this offtce.
WANTED Car carpenters, car re
pairers, laborers, needed at Albuquerque shops. Confer with Master
Mechanic for details.
V ANTED
People who want something, to advertise In The Citizen's
want column. A few lines cost but
few rent but bring returns an
hundred fold.
MEN WANTED.
every
vfEN WANTED Some-vherday. If you are looking for a joo
'a
put a want ad In The Evening
want column and I will do
the rest,
KOK KENT.
house, nicely
FOR RENT
furnished, close In. Dloyd
205 West Gold.
modern dwell
FOR KENT
ing, first class condition, good resiFurnished or undence district.
Lloyd Hunsaker, 20J
furnished.
West Gold.
dwelling, hrs;
FUR RENT
class condition, $15. Lloyd Hunsaker. 205 West Gold.
WANTED A barber at 118 North
Third street.
FOK RENT Any number of rooms
furnished to suit tenant. Also nve
room cottage nicely furnished, wii.li
piano. Apply 110 East Coal avenue.
.
FOR RENT Pleasant, well furnish
ed front rooms, near business cenCorner
ter; rates reasonable.
Sixth and Railroad. Apply at rear.
FOR RENT A few nicely furnished
rooms, with use of bath, very reasonable; no invalids. Hotel Cralgc,
Sliver avenue, between First and
Second streets.
FOR RENT Several small cottagei,
all nicely furnished for housekeepHot
ing.
Jemez
J. B. Block,
Springs, N. M.

De-So- to

Min-

(SiH-i-lal.-

oe-e-

bl-K-

Do Not Endunger

Don't Ruin Your Best Horse Going for a Doctor
Bowel complaints are always more or less prevalent during the Summer
months, and many a man has ruined his lest horse going for a doctor
when some of his family was suffering from cramp colic or cholera
Be prepared for such an emergency.
morbus.

Chamberlain's Colic, Cholera and Diarrhoea Remedy

Life When nn

PERSONAL PROPERTY

ri MONEY
On

Cltl-ten-

r.

Hun-sake-

SALESMEN WANTED.

LAWYERS.

Ira

EMPLOYMENT If you need work
The Citizen's want column will fur
nish you a quick and ready means
or securing it at a minimum expenditure.
Put a want ad In The
Citizen today and be at work tomor,
row.
FOR SAliB- new brick cot
FOR SALE
tage, bath, electric light, cement
walks, lawn, hlcken yard, with or
Must be sold at
without furniture.
once. Owner leaving city. 521 E
Central avenue.
FOR SALE Special low rates. To
Chicago, St. Louis and Kansas
Cltv. One wav or round trip tic
kets furnished in any part of the
Culted States. Low rates to Call
fornla. See us It 4 V buy. Moore's
Ticket Otllce. 113 Central avenue
Member American Ticket Brokers'
Association.
house
FOR SALE One
Apply at Mann Sadfurnished.
dlery Co. 114 North Second street,
"Pi i rTor set a ii3 d T7TI n g
FCFK SALE
room couch; good ns new and very
cheap. 423 Fruit avenue.
Half Interest In estabFOR SALE
lished poultry business. Bred-to- Lay Poultry Yards. J. T. Harger,
prop., 12th street and Mountain
road.
FOUND.
'OUXD Through tne want column
of The Evening Citizen. Just what
you have been looking for.
An
advertising source sure to bring re
turns for small expenditure. Try I
want ad and be eonvlnceu.
FORT BAYARD. SKW MEXICO
July 22, 1D07. Sealed proposals In
triplicate for Extension to Water
System (875 feet 4 Inch pipe) at this
po.st. will be received here until 11
a. m. August 10, 1907, and
then
on
opened. lniormntlon furnished
application.
United States reserves
right to accept or reject Rny or all
proposals or any part thereof. En
velopes containing proposals should
to Water
be endorsed "Extension
System" and addressed to Capt. 8,
I. Vestal, J. M. o
Are you looking for mitirttilng T Re
member the want columns of The
Evening Citizen are for your especial
benefit It talks to the people and
they talk to you.

The burning and aching
saused by stiff soles and the
vils of thin soles are pre
vented by the Red Cross. It
enables a woman to be on her
feet for hours at a time with
omfort.
A Stylish

M. Bond.
ATTORNEY AT LAW, II F.Bt
N. W.. Washington. D. C.
Pensions
land patents,
copyrights,
caveats
letter patents, trade marks, claims
R. W. D. Bryan.
A'fTORNE T AT LAW. Albuquer
que, M. M. Office,
First Natlona
Bank building.

N: Si,

DKNTISTS.

DR. J. K. KRAFT,
Dental Surgeon.
Rooms
and a, Barnett bulldltja
over O'RIelly's drug store. Phon
No. 744. Appointments made by mat.
DR. C. A. eTXErI
Dentist.
N. T. Armljo Building.
Phone 889
Edmund J. Alger, D. D. 8.
No. 806 Fallroad avenue.
Offle
hours, S a. m., to 11:30 p. m.j l:l
p. m. to I p. m.
Both phones. Ap
polntments made by mall.
Homeopathic Physician and Surgeon
Occidental Life Building. Tel
phone 888. Albuquerque, N. M.
DR. R. L. HUST,
Physician and Surircon.
6
&
8, N. T. Armtlo Building.
Rooms
DRS. RRONSON & BRONSON.
Homeopathic Physicians
and Sur,
goons. Over Vann's Drug Store,
Phone, Office and Residence, 628
DR. C. A. FRANK.
Physician and Surireon. t
Rooms 4 and 6, Barnett bldg. Of
flee hours 8 to 12 and 2 to 6, 7 to 8

KtJ

Cnm

(400

K. W. Dobeon.

ATTORNEY AT LAW.
Offles
Cromwell block, Albuquerque. N. If

W. M. SHERIDAN. M. D.

EMPI-nVMV.N-

theact"
The flexible sole Red Crosa
Shoe is comfortable from
i
he start.

CARDS shoe thafs
absolutely
zomfortcble

PROFESSIONAL

)xfords,

ligh Shoes,
$4.00

Let us fit you,

WM. CHAPLIN
ill Railroad Araaaa

EXCURSION
T- O-

Colopado
And Principal Eastern Points
On Sale Dally
June Is! to Sept. 30th

p. m.
W.

El fJEXE PROVIXES. M. D
Specialist: Eye, Ear and Throat
assistant to chair of diseases o
eye. ear and throat In Hospital Col
lege of Medicine. Louisville,
Ky.
Eyes properly tested for glasses,
Rooms k ana s, is. T. Armljo build
ing.

via

e

six-roo- m

UNDERTAKER
BORDERS
ARCHITECTS
F. W. Spencer. Rooms
nett building, Albuquerque,
Both phones.

48-4-

REAL

ESTATE

Bar

T

N.

M

Low rates, long limit- - tickets accepted on Limited and ail other
trains. Call at ticket office and we
will plan your trip back east. We
are all going. Why cot yout

NOTARY PUBLIC.
Thoa. K. D. Maddlson.
Office with W. B, ChllcJere,
West Oold avenue.

11

T.

E. PURDY, Agent

Gt a free sample of Dr. Shoop
"Health Coffee" at our store. If real
A. T. & S. F. RY.
coffee disturbs your Stomach, your
Heart or Kidneys, then try this clever
Coffee Imitation.
Dr. Shoop hat
closely matched Old Java and Mocha
7.
Coffee In flavor and taste, yet It has
not a single grain of real Coffee In It.
Dr. Shoop's Health Coffee Imitation
INSURANCE, REAL ESTATE-NOTAIs made from pure toasted grains or
PUBLIC.
cereals, with Malt, Nuts, etc.
Made
In a minute.
No tedious wait
You Rooms IS and 14 Cromwell Block,
by C. U,
will surely like It.
Albuquerque. Telephone Ne. lie.
Brlgham.

A. SLEYSTER

RY

Woman loves a clear, rosy complexion. Burdock Blood Bitters puriijaVl di4U'hrf M,iflmmtiont, fies the blood, clears te skin, restores
to a aa
ruddy, sound health.
g irritation
or ulraratioaa
JJftUaaraaMe
M Mrlttara.
of mncoai tuatnbran.
M
Painlaaa anH not sitrm.
MEN AND WOMEN.

As
.

Cm Big W for sonfttaral

E

buquerque (Itiieii Shows You
tlio Cure.
Why will people continue to suffer
the agonies of kidney complaint,
backache, urinary disorders, lameness, headache, languor, why al'o.v
themselves to become chronic invi-liil- s,
when a certain cure is offered
them?
Doan's Kidney Pills Is the remely
to use, because It gives to the kidneys
the help they need to perform the'r
work.
If you have any. even one, of th
symptoms of kidney diseases, cur
yourself now, before diabetes, dropi-or Brlght's disease sets in. Read this
Albuquerque testimony:
Ed. A. Rellly. living at 513 We it
Fruit avenue, Albuquerque, N. M..
says:
"For pain in the back or any
of the troubles which arise from irregularity of the kidneys, there is, in
my opinion, no medliine equal to
The value of
Doan's Kidney pills.
this remedy was flrt proven to
ago.
year
so
quickly did
and
about a
It relieve me of an attack of pain
across my loins that since then I
them,
have scarcely been without
and they have never failed to give
My
advice
the
desired
results.
Just
to all whom I hear complaining of
backache or fault with the kidneys U
to take Doan's Kidney Pills. They arc
what they are recommended to oe
and a trial Is all tli.it Is needed to
prove this."
For sale by all dealers, price iO
Foster-Mllbur- n
Co., Huffalj,
cents.
New York, 'iole agents for the Unite
States.
Remember the name Doan's and
No. 21
bake no ott'er.

to LOAN

also on SALARIES AND WAR!
HOUSE RECEIPTS, aa low as til
and aa high aa $J00.
Loans ar
quickly made and strictly
private
Time: One month to one year given
possession
Ooodi remain In your
Our ratea are reasonable. Call and
see us before borrowing.
THE HOUSEHOLD LOAN CO.
Steamship tickets to and from a'
parts of the world.
Rooms i and 4, Orant BIdg.
803 H West Railroad Ave.
PRIVATE OFFICES.
Open Evenings.

EVANS CHUHCAt

eiNClNftAlJ.0

Al-

LOANS.

Pianos, Org ant
Fumltur.
res, wagons ana oiner maueis

e

CfRK VOIR KIDNEYS.

Is the most successful medicine yet produced for these diseases and can
No doctor can prescribe a better medicine.
always be depended upon.
It is almost certain to be needed before the Summer is over. Buy it now.
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FOR SALE.

00.

I'our room adobe house

ami ulxmt an acre of
line garden land, W.
Centrul avenue
$ 800
Tlirev room house, four
lots North Fourth
1,000
Miwt
Three room house and
an acre of hind, three
40')
miles north of town . .
Three room house, furnished complete, two
good hor-c- s,
hpriiig
vioiron and one acre
500
of land
Sl
room house. West
New York avenue...
2,500
Sit room house, Went
Marquette avenue . , , 1,800
IX)R RENT.
Six
room brick houwe,
bfitli,
cellar,
Fourth
ward
$20.00
Apartments In loo llat.i,
two to six room, modern convenience, IO to 20.00
Four room brick Itouse,
bath, cellar, Fourth ward 23.00
Seven roojn
brick house,
modern, furnished or unfurnished, close in.
Three riKiins fur llghtluiuse- keeping, close In
15.00
I Ho
room liou-South
15.00
Sciid street
First
I'ive room frame,
20.00
ward

it.
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CURE the LUNCS

Dr. King's

WITH

New Discovery
hjk

"ys?ra
i OLDS

PRICE

oo
ioo.
Trial Bottl Free
AND ALL THROAT AND LUNG TROUBLES

GUARANTEED SATISFACTORY
"R MONEY REFUNDED.
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riate The filtzen left nt your
door and forget to return It.
with
this paper lias arranged
the rostal Telegraph company
In
copy
you
an extra
to deliver
the event that yours falls to
reach you. There Is no additional expense to you. If your paper does not reach you by regular carrier call up the Postal
company
PHONE
Telegraph
XL'MIiKK 3 and tell them. A
messenger boy will supply you
with a copy of The Citizen. In
this manner, we can also keep
track of the "misses" of our
own carriers nnd you can get
your paper rain or shine.
HKMKJinKU THE M'MBEU
PHOXK 36

something distinctive about the feet of those who
wear our Shoes a distinction well liked by the wearers and
alluring to their friends. If you wear our Shots you know
this, and if you don't, it will pay you to do so.
This pleas'ng: feature is FIT. As near the top notch of
perfection as ever reached.
is

Men's Potent Cult Shoos and Oxford

$.1.00 to $1.00
Men's Viol Kid Shoes and Oxfords 2.S0 to 4.00
Men's Calf Shoes and Oxford. . . 2.00 to 3. BO
Women's Patent Kid Shoes and Oxford: I. . . .
2.50 to 5.00
..'
Women's Viol Kid Shoes and Oxford
1.73 to 3.50
Women's House and Dress Sliilor

to.

3.00

1.00 to

2.50

1.10

Siiimnnrjr of Condition.
New York. August 6. American
stocks In London firmer, i to 3 per
cent higher.
Severe decline In copper met;il In
London followed by some rally on
the covering speculative shorts.
Wise trade authorities say cut In
Prices has brought In no new business of Importance.
On present scale of earnings T'ni-te- d
Slates Steel will show equul to
15
per cent on the common at the
end of this year.
In the loan crowd there Is an Improving demand for stocks.
Producers and consumers of copper will get
In the near future to adjust prices.
Selling of finance bills hers prevents gold exports for present.

lOi: ;.T Til 10 I'lTIZKN'?

Owiiiff to the fact Ihnt pven
the host currier boys The Citizen
able to Becure will now
and then full to deliver your ia-pand also owing to the fart
that your nelslibor mny now
and then unthinkingly approp-

Our Sioes Fif

Shoes and Oxfords for Hoys and Girl

trsts

.DO

WEST RAlLROADAYLy

tiiir-'the- r

iiitti (ittriTiin

John Lee Clark and family left fjr
Chicago last night.
a
M. J. Collins, of Denver, was
city visitor yesterday.
John H. Driery left for Denver yesterday on bu.flness.
J. A. Maxfeld. of Los Angeles, Is in
the city today on business.
L. Kempenich will leave tomorrow
on a business trip to Alameda.
Chas. White left yesterday for a
two weeks' visit in Denver.
W. H. Harrison, of Fort Defiance,
Ariz., was in the city yesterday.
Harold Hurd, of Roawell. has gone
to New York for an extended visit.
D. W. Trip attended the dance of
the San Domingo Indians yesterday.
N. J. Ewald. of New York City,
was a Sunday visitor In Albuquerque.
W. L. Coley and Chas. B. Keliman
of St. Louis, were in the city yesterday.
Lieut. O. A. Iturtner and his niece,
Miss Millett, will attend the Inauguration at Santa Fe Thursday.
H. O. Sherman was amo.? those
who attended the corn dance of the
San Domingo Indians yesterday.
Mr. and Mrs. Fred Lewis, formerly
residents of this city, passed through
here this morning en route north.
Mrs. Marlon lteed and son, Vom.
will leave this week for a short visit
In Toledo, Ohio, their former hom!.
Walter Davis, ' who has been In
the city for the past month, left for
his home in Kansas City this morn-

If in Need of Fixtures
Call on

Reliance Electric Co.
Cor. 5th St and Central Ave.

We Have the Largest Stock of

Fixtures Ever Seen in the Gitv

New York Stock
October roitnti
$12.02
Amalgamated Copper
H2'i
'A
American Smelters
,...109
42
American Car Foundry
90
Atchison com
5 2 '4
Anaconda
96
Baltimore mid Ohio
65
Brooklyn Rapid Transit
174 14
Canadian Pacific
28 H
Colorado Fuel
1
"4
Chicago Great Western
23
Ki lo com
1
1
1
Louisville and Nashville
75 H
Missouri Pacific
National Lead
65,
110V4
New York Central
36Ji
Ontario and Western
129
Northern Pacific
55O. N. Ore Ctfs
122 '
Pennsylvania
1M
Reading com
20
Rock Island
87
Southern Pacific
129
St. Paul
Railway
184
Southern
139
Cnlon Pacific
34Vs
V. S. S. com
100
U. S. Sf pfd
15
Greene Cananei
154
Shannon
160
Calumet nnd Arizona
3
Old Dominion
75V
Copper Range
74 V
North Butte
23
Butte Coal
St. IxjiiIs Wool Mnrkot.
St. Louis. August 5. Wool steady.
Territory and western mediums 201'
a Z4c; tine
26c; fine medium

ing.

Father A. Mandalarl, of the Imt last
maculate Conception church.
night for Denver to be absent tvo
-f

THE WAGNER HARDWARE

Plumbers

321-32-

W.R.R.Ave.

3

GO.

weeks.

Lawrence Ilfeld left Saturday for
Santa Fe to Join his mother and sisters, who are visiting In the capital

city.

Tinners

Supt. Clinton J. Crandall. of the U.
S. Indian school at Santa Fe, attended the corn dance at San Domingo
yesterday.
son
M. C. Ortiz, Jr., the
of Attorney Ortiz, who has been serion
now
is
pneumonia,
ously ill with
the road to recovery.
'
The case' of Zenona Alderete vs.
Anastaclo Savedra was dismissed by
Justice Romero in the old town Justice court this morning.
E. H. Bickford. of Lake Valley, N".
M., manager of the Mibres Irrlgutlon
company and a well known mining
anta Fe to Join his mother and
to Santa Fe.
Arthur Hower, B. H. Lambers.vi
and Earl Johnson, of St. Louis, arrived here yesterday to accept posi
tions in the Santa Fe shops.
Dr. and Mrs. AdeHbert Faynes passed through the city yesterday morning en route home from a visit In
Santa Fe. They reside in Pasadena,

Alaska Refrigerators
Savin
Ice Pads

Our

line of

White

Retrlg-- ,

eralors
r

Cream
Freezers

most
complete
in the city

Water

Water

Coolers

Filters

-

i'i

Knnsns Cltv Market.
Kansas City, August 5. Cattle receipts 15,000. Market strong to 10c
higher. Southern steers $3.60W4.90;
southern cows $2.25 47 3.50; stockers
and feeders $3.20 W 5.35 ; hulls $2.50
(i4.00; calves $3.756.25: western
cows
$ 4.00 fi 6.00;
western
steers
$2.75 ft 3.60.
Sheep receipts 6000. Market steady.
Muttons $5.00'u 5.80; lambs $.50fi'
7.65; range wethers $5.25'!ii6.25; fed
ewes $4.50 5.50.
Oilrniro livestock.
Chicago, August 5 Cattle receipts
23.000.
Manket steady. Beeves $4.40
J1.40W5.20; heifers
cows
'n 7.5 ;
$2.40Til5.40:. calves $6.00ifi 7.40; good
to prime steers $5.80 ? 7.50; poor to
stockers and
4.60ii 5.75;
medium
feeders $2.60fi 4.90.
Sheen receipts 20.000. Westerns
$6.00 fi 6.65:
yearlings
$3.50ff! 5.75;
Imabs $5.50 Tj 7.50; w estern $5.50

rroduce MarV.

Lrd
Ribs

Washington, D. C, August 5. Ja- pan and the United States Intend tj
demonstrate to the world their mutual desire to maintain
close and
A demonstration
friendly relations.
Is to take the form of negotiations
for the removal of all differences
which have arisen between them. As
a rewult or Investigations into the
Asiatic Immigration conditions which
Secretary of Commerce and Labor
Struuss and the Japanese commission- er are making, the two sovernments
will be In a position to approach a
settlement
of the grave nxcluslon
question with a better appreciation
of each other's necessities and em- -'
barassments.
It Is believed that the Investiga
tions will have reached such a point
within the next sixty days, that Uje
two governments may agree on all
polnLs now disputed.
Japan Is
a desire to become more
thoroughly acquainted with the rea
sons' for the exclusion act In this
country, and there i every reason fo
believing that a satlxfaotory law will
be agreed upon between
the tvo
countries.

FOUR

A new supply of Garden Hose, both in cotton
and rubber. Hose Reels, Lawn Mowers,
Grass Catchers. Our prices the lowest

ARE

DROWNED

Newport News, Va., August 6.
Late lust night the gasoline launch
Greyhound, leaving the Jamestown
Ice corporation pier near the expo
sition grounds, was run down by a
barge and four persons, three brothers and one child, drowned.
The dead are Edward G., Herbert,
and John Labert, brothers; and Clif
son of G.
ton Garrett, the
. T. and R. K. Garrett,
T. Garrett.
of the
the only other occupants
launch, were waved.
CO.
THORNTON
EXPERT IIOl'SK CLEANERS.
121 N. Slid St.
Stove repairing, polishing and setWo hire only
ting up u
tlie most cxcri'iiife liclp In our
line.
Phone, Office 460. :: Res. 620.

$5.00 Knox Teles cope Hats at
4.50 Stetson Hats at
3.50 Beacon Hats at
3.00 Tiger Hats at
3.00 Assorted Nobby Hats at

$2.90
2.90

J.90
1.90
1.90

All these goods are the season's styles. They
simply represent broken lines which we desire to clean up before the end of the season

Don't forget those Fancy Hose
which we are selling at
2 pair for 25 cts.
They are worth much more than that.
Also bear in mind that what is left of our
stock of Summer Clothing goes regardless
of value or cost.

CTUDM

CIllirkM

The Central

BENNETT'S CURIO STORE
109 North Flret St.

All Kindt ot Indian and Maxlaaa Goods. Tha Chaapast
Plaea to buy Navajo Blankata and Maxlean Drawn Work
Mall Order Carafully and Promptly rilled.

w

MILLINERY

ATLAS EMPLOYMENT
-BUREAU

62

i

200 8. Second Street

Sept. $9.15: Oct. $9.20.
Sept. $8.72; Oct. $8.65.

M,onev Market.
New York, August 5. Prime mer.

Wanted-Fem-

keeper

Ci k and Hues

ale

3P,

7r

o

DIAMONDS ARE TRUMPS

ALL THE TIME

During the month of August all
similiter millinery will be closed out,
regardless of cot.
MISS LCTZ,
208 South Second Street.
To save money antf darning try
style 15 for the boy and style 10 for
the girl of our Black Cat stockings.
Price 25c. We guarantee satisfactory
wear. C. May's Shoe store, 314 West
Central avenue.
Conceded the best Kidney water on
earth. Faywood Hot Springs.

per cent; money
cantile paper 6r6
per cent.
on call steady, 2't2
Metal Market.
New York. August 5. Lead dull;
unchanged.
Copper nominal, 211122;
Cal .
silver 69 74 c
and Hettle
'Miss Vera
Graham
Spelter Market.
Heard returned from a six weeks'
St. Louis, August 5. Spelter weak
trip in Mexico yesterday. They visit.
ed the City of Mexico and other $5.72.
points of interest.
Cort.
and
Hubert
McGovern
Mr. and Mrs. Thomas W. Velter, Qulckel in feats of long and
high
clerk and matron respectively, of the jumping
at rink
on roller skates
Santa Fe U. S. Indian training school, Tuesday night.
IncludAdmission.
to the capital from ing skates, 20c; ladies
have returned
free.
Mr. Vetter
their annual vacation.
visited in Lafayette, Ind., and Mrs.
We always- Keep up the highest
Vetter In Waterloo, Iowa.
standard in quality, style and finish
A meeting of the W. H. Andrews' In our foot wear and give values that
Republican club has been called for will appeal to you. We are offering
this evening at 7:30 o'clock In the better shoes for the same money than
not the
hall of the second floor of the Zelger you can buy from others,
building at the corner of Central same shoes for less money, aa our
features
that
(Railroad) avenue and Second street. shoes have distinctive
to ninkft nrrnns-einentfor nl tendin 2 will make them comroriaDie miers
the Inauguration of George Curry as and substantial wearers. Give them a
governor of New Mexico.
trial. C. jlay'a shoe store, 814 West
Central avenue.

Just Arrived

MoT, '

We have placed on sale for this week only
about ten dozen of fine, nobby up tD date
Hats at greatly reduced prices to close out
and quote the following prices

Mutually Studying Vexatious
Side of Great Exclusion
Question.

quo

Chicago, August- 5. Closing
tations:
Wheat Sept. 95 m Dec. 95
Corn Sept. BSHH: Dec.
(3 62 74.
flats Sept. 44: Dec. 4 2Ti.
Pork Sept. $16.42.

,

At.rarsT

HAT SALE

CLOSEST

ARE

7.65.

sia-rou- te

Ice

is the

1

20c.

jrorAr.

JAPAN AND UNCLE SAM

Market letters received by F. J.
Ornf A Co., brokers, room S7 Harnett
building, Albuquerque, N. M., over
their own private wire.

PAH A O RAP IIS
cC

CITIZEN.

TELEGRAPHIC MARKETS

PERSONAL,

There

E1ENINQ

'ALBUQUERQUE

F.iGirr.

IXCHEASIXG
ILY, 15 TO
HAVE FIVE
WOKT1I OP
WILL SELL
TILVX THEY
WHOLESALE.
VANN

CO

A L

FOR CASH ONLY

IX VALUE STEAD20 rEK CENT.
WE
ITUJiDHED DOLLARS
SMALL STOXES WE
AT LOWEK PRICKS
CAN BE BOUGHT At

American Block per ton
Cerrlllos Lump
Anthracite Nut
Anthracite Mixed
Antliraelte, furnace size
Clean Gas Coke
Smilhlnir Coal.

JEWELRY

WOOD

CO.

One Door South of Drug Stonp.

$6.50
6.50
8.50-

9.00
9.50

6.00

Kodol for Indigestion and Dyspepsia Is a preparation of vegetable acids
and contains the mime Juices found
LUMBER MILL WOOD.
in a healthy stomach.
It digest
.$2.50
what you eaL Sold by J. H. O Rlel Green
Factory
. 3.25
ly & Co.
Spend a vacation at Faywood Hot
Pprln gs, 'tis first class and easy to
reach.

rzza

A.c

W. H, HAHN & GO.

n n sz. j tS
r
UlUiTU UIUrin LIZ'S

n"7
l n

--

Q

V
VO
MLSLaNORTH
FIRST STREET
115-11- 7

Between Railroad and Copper Ave., Tel. 74

Refrigerators, Garden Hose, Garden Tools I
WATER
COOLERS

HIGH GRADE
ENAMELWARE

LAWN

MOWERS

,

EVE!

mm

THE

Diamond

Palace

RAILROAD
Diamond, Watches, Jewelry, Cut Class. Clocks, Silverware,
your trade and guarantee A SQUAHE DEAL.

TREE PRUNERS

McCormick Harvesters and Mowers

"When in Need of tye Help
Consult Us."

AVE.

None Better

BEBBER OPTICAL CO.
Exolu&lve

We Inrtte

1

0 S. Second St.

Optician

s

Lr.nse Grinding and Repairing on Premis

OS

Shaw's Bakery

Puill Digests Sxjiit
We Carry All Sizes in the Celebrated
Stein-Bloc- h
Dress Suits. These are
Silk Lined and Strictly
Up-to-Dat-

4)

Phone 1056

For the Next Ten Days

e.

Price, $45.00
Also Have Several Good Stylish
Dress Suits for Rent.
ot
ot
e

MAIL. ORD15KS PKOMPTLV

Ilss

1

Vkst
to C lose
Summer Stook.
( l. t lt.VXi:. Millinery
ln'NmaWiug l'arlors. Si;
St.
North

Second-1- 19

Out
ami

FANCY DRY GOODS
Stumping Done to Order.
.Materials for

FANCY JSVORK

FITKI)

Mrs. M.

E. L. WASHBURN COMPANY
122 S.

0

and have one delivered.

At Lets Hum

W

C Wilson

224

TICKETS

R.R.

W. Gold

AND

W. Gold

BOUGHT. SOLO
EXCHANGED

Anoelatlon Office
Ttansaotlent

Ouaraoieeo

CTygCTawSSSSggSSgggi

Wholesale and Retail Hardware

It's the talk of, the town, those
pies like mother (in law) made.
-

g)

SOSENFIf I U'S,

118 W.

t,

R,

All

o
0
0
0

0

0O
0
0
0
0

0
0

Alaska Refrigerators
O
White Mountain Ice Gream Freezers 0
0
Garden Hose and Lawn Mowers
Plumbing
Mine and Mill
Hercules Powder
and

and

High Explosives

Supplies

Mail Orders Solicited
Mouth riret etreet
tie,4o3,ttT.North
ItS.dot,
riret etreet

Albuquerque,

New, Mexico

o
o
o0

0
0
O
0
0

